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This Briefing principally addresses the procedure and evidence for presenting an asylum
claim in immigration court as well as the preparation of the applicant and the case in light of
this procedure and evidence. It does not consider
the substantive law of asylum, withholding of
removal, or relief under the Convention Against
Torture. For an analysis of this substantive law,
there are a number of publications, among them,
Anker,Law of Asylum in the United States, ~~ 4:1
to 7:45 (Thomson West 2012), Germain, Asylum
Primer, 6th Ed., pp. 23-158 and 291-311 (American Immigration Lawyers Association 2010), and
Vail, Essentials of Removal and Relief: Representing Individuals in Immigration Proceedings,
pp. 137-183(American Immigration Lawyers Association 2006).
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Prior to July 1, 2008, the practice in immigration courts was controlled in part by the local rules
of immigration courts for separate geographical
areas. For example, unless otherwise directed by
an individual immigration judge for a particular
case, much of the practice in Houston itnrnigration courts was governed by the 2000 Edition of
their local rules. However, on July 1, 2008, the Imrnigration Court Practice Manual, prepared by the
Office of the Chief Immigration Judge of the Executive Office for Immigration Review, went into
effect and now controls the practice in all U.S. immigration courts,l just as a lawyer cannot practice
in a U.S. federal district court withouf consulting
the Federal Rules of Civil or Criminal Procedure,
a lawyer practicing in any U.S. immigration court
must consult and follow the defailed requirements
of the Immigration Court Practice Manual. The
current version of the Immigration Court Practice
Manual can be found on the website of the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR).2
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Robert Etnyre is an attorney at Royston,Rayzor, Vickery f~
Williams, L.L,P, in Houston, Texas, whose practice focuses on
the trial and appeal of maritime and insurance coverage cases.
Beginning in 1987, he began representing asylum seekers on
a pro Bono basis, and, over the years, he has represented more
than 100 asylum. applicants in federal immigration courts, at
The Board of Immigration Appeals, and before federal appellate courts. This Briefing has been written with the hope that
it may benefit the many lawyers in the U.S. who represent
asylum seekers on a pro Bono basis. The author would like
to thank Nancy Falgout and the late Joe Vail for all of their
advice, guidance, and support on asylum cases over the past
many years,
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MASTER CALENDAR HEARINGS
In immigration courts, master calendar hearings are utilized to consider a variety of matters
prior to an individual or "merits" hearing. With
respect to asylum cases, there usually is one but
sometimes two or more master calendar hearings.
The first master calendar hearing generally addresses some or all of the issues described below in
nn. 7-77 and accompanying text (First Master Calendar Hearing).Also,at Appendix M,the Immigration Court Practice Manual has provided a sample
oral pleading which sets out the matters that may
be addressed at the first master calendar hearing.
Although not presently used by many of the immigration courts, at Appendix L, the Irrunigration
Court Practice Manual additionally contains a
sample written pleading for use at the first master
calendar hearing.In a defensive asylum case where
an asylum application has not yet been filed, a second master calendar hearing often is held to file the
asylum application before the immigration judge
in open court. Additional master calendar hearings
sometimes are held to address other specific matters prior to the individual hearing.

(3)

a detailed review of the facts pertaining to
the applicant's asylum claim;

(4)

a consideration of whether any witnesses
other than the applicant, including expert
witnesses, will be needed (see nn. 132-134
and accompanying text and nn. 259-266
and accompanying text regarding the selection of expert witnesses);

(5)

a consideration of all individual documentation that will be required (see nn.
122-131 and accompanying text(Individual Documentation)for a further discussion
of this issue);

(6)

a determination of the accuracy of the factual allegations in the notice to appear and
whether it was properly served on the applicant (see nn. 24-26 and accompanying
text(Pleading to the Allegations)fora further discussion of this matter);

(7)

a determination of whether any additional
relief, particularly voluntary departure,
should be sought beyond asylum, withholding of removal, and relief under the
Convention Against Torture (see nn. 28-32
and accompanying text for a further discussion regarding voluntary departure);

(8)

a determination of the language in which
the applicant should testify (see nn. 35-36
and accompanying text for information
pertaining to this issue);

Preparation of the Applicant for the First
Master Calendar Hearing
In view of the matters that likely will be addressed at the first master calendar hearing, the
applicant's lawyer should meet with the applicant
at least two or three times before the hearing to
consider and discuss the following issues if appropriate for the particular case.
(1)

consideration of whether a motion to transfer the case to a more convenient geographical location should be filed (see nn. 15-23
and accompanying text for a further discussion of matters regarding change of venue);

(9) if the asylum application already has been
filed, a determination of whether the asylum application ,needs to be amended (see
nn.37-42 and accompanying text(Submission ofAsylum Application)for additional
information regarding amended asylum
applications);

(2)

an overview of the asylum process in iinmigration court and any necessary appeals;

(10) a consideration of the amount of time
needed to properly prepare the asylum
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application and prepare for the individual
hearing and the consequences that it may
have on stopping the asylum clock (see
nn. 50-77 and accompanying text fora further discussion of the asylum clock);

First Master Calendar Hearing
Appearances. Appearance of the applicant's
attorney by telephone at a master calendar hearing can be requested by oral or written motion if
the applicant's attorney is from out of town, has
a legitimate and unavoidable scheduling conflict
with another court, or has some other reason.'The
applicant's attorney must appear in person unless
the motion to permit telephonic appearance has
been granted.$ Use of a cell phone for a telephonic
appearance is not allowed unless expressly permitted by the immigration judge.9 If the applicant's attorney is allowed to appear telephonically, the applicant still must be present in person
unless his or her appearance has been waived by
the immigration judge,'o

(11) a discussion of when the applicant may be
entitled to work authorization, particularly
in light of any delays that maybe needed to
change venue or prepare for a master hearing or individual hearing(see nn.50-77 and
accompanying text for a further discussion
of the work authorization issue);
(12) a preparation of the Notice of Entry of Appearance as Attorney or Representative
before the IiYUnigration Court(Form EOIR28)3 and Notice of Entry of Appearance as
Attorney or Representative (Form G-28)

Advisals. The iizu~nigration judge is required to
advise the applicant of the right to legal representation at no cost to the government,the right to examine and cross-examine witnesses, the right to present and object to evidence, the availability of free
legal services, and the consequences of knowingly
filing a frivolous asylum application.11 The immigration judge usually will asl< the applicant's attorney
to waive these advisals, and he or she ordinarily
should do so as these matters can be discussed with
the applicant during the preliminary meetings.

(13) a completion of a Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) request to the Department of
Homeland Security(DHS)(see nn. 110-121
and accompanying text for a further discussion of FOIA requests);
(14) a discussion of the need for the. applicant to notify the applicant's attorney of
any change of address within a few days
of moving and, if necessary, the completion of the Change of Address form (Form
EOIR-33/IC)5(see nn. 12-14 and accompanying text for additional information regarding changes of address);

Change of Address. An applicant is required
to notify the immigration court within five working days of any change in his or her address or
telephone number. The form to use is the Alien's
Change of Address form (Form EOIR-33/IC).1z
Notification of any change in address or telephone
number in a pleading, application for relief, motion, or other communication to the immigration
court is not recognized.13 An applicant also is required to notify U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS) within 10 days of any change of
address; the form to use is the Alien's Change of
Address Card (Form AR-11).14

(15) a determination of the date when the oneyear deadline for filing an asylum application expires to make sure that the application is filed by the deadline and, if
necessary, whether any exceptions to the
one-year deadline are available (see nn.
37-42 and accompanying text for a further
discussion regarding the filing of asylum
applications); and
(16) the need to be on time for the master calendar hearing and all other hearings (see
nn. 254-255 and accompanying text for a
further consideration of this issue).

Motions to Change Venue.If the applicant has
moved to a new location or has some other reason
why a change of venue would be appropriate, the
applicant's attorney should bring this issue to the
attention of the immigration judge by written motion before the first master calendar hearing or as
soon as possible thereafter.

If the applicant's attorney is unable to be fully
prepared for the first master calendar hearing, he
or she usually can appear on the scheduled date,
along with the applicant, and request additional
time for attorney preparation, which typically is
granted. The request for additional time to prepare
for the master calendar hearing, however, likely
will result in the asylum clock being stopped.b
O 2012 Thomson Reuters

The Immigration Court Practice Manual describes the required contents of a motion to change
venue as including the following:(1) the date and
time of the next scheduled hearing, (2) the admission or denial of the factual allegations and
3
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charges)in the notice to appear,(3) a designation
of a country of removal(which should be declined
in an asylum case for the reasons discussed in nn.
33-34 and accompanying text), (4) a statement
that the applicant will be requesting asylum, and
if appropriate, withholding of removal and relief
under the Convention Against Torture,(5) the applicant's new address and telephone number, if
any, and a properly completed Change of Address
form(Form EOIR 33/IC), and (6) a detailed explanation of the reasons for the request.ls The motion
should be filed with a cover page entitled "Motion
to Change Venue" and comply with the deadlines
and requirements of filing.16 Until the motion is
granted, the applicant must appear at all hearings
as originally scheduled.l'

the United States,(2) the applicant is a native of
the country from which he or she is fleeing and /:~ `.
~
;
is a citizen of that country, (3) the date, manner,
and place of the applicant's entry into the United
States, and (4) the reason that the applicant is not
authorized to remain in the United States. Based
on these allegations, a charge of removability will
be made under the pertinent section or sections of
the Immigration and Nationality Act(INA).
The applicable regulation requires the applicant to "plead to the notice to appear by stating
whether he or she admits or denies the factual allegations and his or her removability under the
charges contained therein."24 Typically, if the applicant admits the factual allegations, he or she is
found to be removable as charged. Sometimes,the
second, third, or fourth allegations contained in
the notice to appear are factually incorrect. Thus,
during one of the conferences with the applicant
prior to the first master calendar hearing, the applicant's lawyer should go over each one of the
allegations and review the documentation provided by the applicant to confirm the accuracy of the
allegations. If the allegations are incorrect in any
respect,they should be denied at the master calendar hearing. Similarly, if the charge of removability cites an incorrect section of the INA, it should
not be conceded.

The factors that an immigration judge may
evaluate regarding a motion to change venue include the applicant's current residence, the location of the witnesses, the administrative needs
of the immigration courts, and DHS' interests.18
Despite the apparent practices of some immigration courts, an applicant should not be required
to admit and concede the allegations of the notice
to appear as a prerequisite for a motion to change
venue.19 Once a change of venue has been granted, the receiving immigration judge ordinarily is
required to follow any previously issued orders
based on the law of the case doctrine.20

For applicants who were not admitted or paroled into the United States, the government has
the burden of establishing alienage.~s In most asylum cases, the government meets this burden by
(1) the applicant's admissions at the master calendar hearing, (2) in an affirmative case, by the
sworn information contained in the applicant's
previously filed asylum application, or (3) by the
admission into evidence of the Record of Deportable/Inadmissible Alien (Form I-213). Thus, in a
defensive asylum case where the applicant may
not want to concede alienage, the applicant's attorney must be prepared to move to suppress the
Record of Deportable/Inadmissible Alien and
then,if necessary,request time to file a written motion to suppress and/or terminate proceedings.zb

If an applicant's motion to change venue is
granted, the asylum clock likely will be stopped
from the date when the motion was granted until
the date of the next hearing.21 At the next hearing in
the new venue,the new immigration judge may restart the asylum clock or keep it stopped, depending on the reason for the adjournment.22 Because
the granting of an applicant's motion to change
venue likely will cause the asylum clock to stop,the
applicant and his or her attorney should discuss the
advantages of a more convenientforum and the potential disadvantage of the delay in receiving work
authorization and then decide whether a motion to
change venue should be filed.23
Pleading to the Allegations. Prior to the first
master calendar hearing, in most cases other than
those proceeding under expedited removal, the
applicant will have been served with a notice to
appear by the DHS. At the master calendar hearing, the applicant will be asked to admit or deny
service of the notice to appear.

Statement of Relief Sought. If removability
has been established, the applicant will be asked
the forms of relief or defenses to removability that
he or she is seeking.27 Generally,the applicant will
ask for asylum, withholding of removal,and relief
under the Convention Against Torture. Voluntary
departure, if available at the conclusion of the removal proceeding, also should be considered, and
it is discussed next.

In asylum proceedings, the notice to appear
typically will contain four factual allegations:
(1) the applicant is not a citizen or national of

O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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Voluntary Departure. Voluntary departure is
~, a limited form of relief that may be available under two circumstances.

First, voluntary departure generally is availablebefore the conclusion of a removal proceeding
if (1) no other relief, such as asylum, is requested
or if any prior request for relief, such as asylum,is
withdrawn before any grant of voluntary departure,(2) the request is made prior to or at the first
master calendar hearing when an individual hearing will be scheduled,(3) the applicant concedes
removability and waives appeal on all issues, and
(4) the applicant has not been convicted of an aggravated felony or has not engaged in terrorist
activities.28 Obviously, if an applicant is pursuing
an asylum claim,the first type of voluntary departure should not be requested.
Second,voluntary departure generally is available at the conclusion of a removal proceeding if
(1) the applicant has been present in the United
States for a period of at least one year before the
date that the notice to appear was issued,(2) the
applicant has the means to depart and the intention to do so, (3) the applicant can establish his
or her good moral character for a period of the
preceding five years,(4) the applicant can post a
`j bond of at least $500, and (5) the applicant has not
been convicted of an aggravated felony or has not
engaged in terrorist activities.29 An immigration
judge only can grant this form of voluntary departure for a period of 60 days, although this time
period can be extended by the district. director
for a period of another 60 days.30 If the applicant
qualifies, whether to pursue this second form of
voluntary departure must be carefully considered
because of the severe consequences for an applicant who does not leave the U.S. within the time
period that has been granted.31 A full discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of this second
form of voluntary departure is beyond the scope
of this Briefing. The applicant's attorney therefore
may wish to review some of the commentary that
addresses this issue32 and then discuss with the
applicant whether this relief should be sought.
Designation of a Country of Removal. At the
master calendar hearing, the immigration judge
will ask the applicant to designate a country of
removal if he or she is ordered to be removed.33
Almost always, the applicant will decline to designate acountry of removal because the applicant
is afraid to return to his or her home country and
has nowhere else to go. Under these circumstances, the immigration judge generally will designate
the applicant's country of citizenship or nationalO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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ity as the place to where he or she will be removed
if relief cannot be established.34
Designation of a Language for the Individual Hearing. Prior to the master calendar hearing, the applicant's attorney should determine
the language in which the applicant would like
to testify. If the applicant or any witnesses need
to testify in any language other than English, the
immigration judge should be notified, preferably at the first master calendar hearing, so that
an interpreter to be paid by the government can
be arranged by the court for the individual hear-.
ing.35 If it is later determined after the first master
calendar hearing that an interpreter is needed, a
written motion to request an interpreter should
be filed within the deadline established by the Immigration Court Practice Manua1.36 For additional
issues regarding interpreters, see nn. 273-280 and
accompanying text.
Submission of an Asylum Application. If the
asylum application has not yet been filed (for example,in defensive cases where there has been no
affirmative filing with the Asylum Office), the applicationand one copy can be filed at the first master calendar hearing if it is completed;if the application cannot be completed by the time of the first
master calendar hearing, the immigration judge
usually will set a date for filing it at a second master calendar hearing as the original application
must be filed in open court at a master calendar
hearing.37 The applicant's attorney should make
sure that the second master calendar hearing is
held less than one year from the applicant's last
arrival in the United States, or the applicant may
be barred from seeking asylum38 (but not withholding of removal or Torture Convention reliefl.
If the asylum application already has been
filed affirmatively with the Asylum Office and the
case is referred to immigration court, it does not
need to be refiled at the first master calendar hearing.39 If the application needs to be amended in
any respect, the applicant's attorney should notify
the immigration judge at the first master calendar
hearing. The immigration judge may set a date for
the amended asylum application to be submitted
in open court, although some immigration judges
will allow an amended asylum application to be
filed with the clerk. The filing of an amended asylum application must comply with the usual filing
deadlines of the Immigration Court Practice Manua1.40 The amended asylum application should be
accompanied by a cover page entitled "Amendment to Previously Filed Asylum Application."41
The filing of an amended asylum application will
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not stop the asylum clock unless it will delay the
date of the individual hearing.42

or federal appeal, is to be completed within 180
days after the date when an asylum application is /~
filed.50 The second provision does not permit any ~
employment authorization to be issued to an asylum applicant prior to 180 days after the date of
filing of an asylum application, although an asylum applicant can apply for employment authorization when the clock reaches 150 days.s' Any delay requested or caused by the asylum applicant
is not counted as part of these time periods.5z For
purposes of this Briefing, both of these provisions
shall be referred to as "the asylum clock."

Designation of Dates fox the Filing of Motions, Exhibits, Witness Lists, and Briefs. A date
or dates may be set by the immigration judge for
the filing of all amended applications, motions,exhibits, witness lists, and legal briefs by the parties
or by each party. Immigration judges have broad
discretion to set reasonable deadlines.43 If no dates
are set, then the deadlines contained in the Immigration Court Practice Manual govern. Generally,
as discussed further at nn. 78-81 and accompanying text, the Immigration Court Practice Manual
requires that all motions, exhibits, witness lists,
briefs, and other papers must be filed at least 15
days before the individual hearing of nondetained
applicants, and all responses to these filings must
be filed 10 days after the motions, exhibits, witness lists, briefs, and other papers were received
by the immigration court.`

The implementation of the asylum clock by the
EOIR and USCIS has created a number of problems for applicants that delayed the issuance of
work authorization, sometimes during the entire
pendency of the asylum application in immigration court.53 In a practice advisory issued by the
Legal Action Center of the American Immigration
Council, the problems with the EOIR's interpretations of the asylum clock have been analyzed in
detail.54 The problems identified by the Legal Action Center include the following:(1)the EOIR improperly has determined that the applicant caused
the delay, (2) the EOIR has failed to restart the
clock,(3) the clock improperly has been stopped
on a permanent basis, and (4) the EOIR's policy
for resolving clock issues has been unclear or ineffective.55 Because of ongoing issues relating to
the asylum clock, the Legal Action Center filed a
nationwide class-action lawsuit against the EOIR,
USCIS, and others in a federal court in Seattle,
Washington, and the lawsuit remains pending.56

Although immigration judges have broad discretion in setting reasonable deadlines, they cannot hold that a timely filed application for asylum
has been abandoned if the applicant fails to meet
the time period for filing a brief or supporting documents.45 Rather, the "proper course of action for
the Immigration Judge ... [is] to deem the respondent's opportunity to file these documents waived
and to determine what effect the failure to present
them had on his ability to meet his burden of establishing that he is eligible for the relief sought
and that he merits a favorable exercise of discretion."46 However, with respect to the application
itself, a failure to meet its filing deadline can result
in the application being waived.47

On November 15, 2011, the EOIR issued an
Operating Policies and Procedures Memorandum
(OPPM) regarding the asylum clock that may
solve some of the problems that have plagued applicants.57 Some of the more salient features of the
OPPM are the following.

If copies of certain supporting documents,
such as identity cards, passports, membership
cards, summons, arrest warrants, birth certificates, or like records are filed at a master calendar
hearing,the applicant should be prepared to make
the originals available to the DHS Assistant Chief
Counsel("DHS Attorney") present at the hearing
for possible forensic examination.48 The immigration judge should note on the record when any
original documents are provided to the DHS Attorney at a master calendar hearing.49

With respect to the issue of when the asylum
clock starts, when an asylum application has been
filed with the USCIS (an "affirmative" application), the OPPM provides that the EOIR will start
the clock when the complete application is filed.58
If asylum is not granted by the Asylum Office and
the claim is referred to immigration court,the asylum case will follow one of two tracks. If less than
75 days have elapsed on the asylum clock as of the
date of the referral, the case is treated as an "expedited asylum case," is subject to the EOIR's 180day adjudication deadline, and is to be completed f`
within 180 days after the application was filed, not
including any delays requested or caused by the
applicant.59 If more than 75 days have elapsed on

Asylum Clock and Selection of a Date for the
Individual Hearing. Two provisions of the INA
relate to 180-day timeframes in connection with
asylum applications. The first provision requires
that, in the absence of exceptional circumstances,
the final administrative adjudication of an asylum application, not including any administrative
6
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the asylum clock as of the date of the referral, the
~~ asylum case is not treated as an "expedited case"
and is not subject to the EOIR 180-day deadline,
and the asylum clock will run and stop as usual.bo
When an asylum application is filed in immigration court (a "defensive" application), the EOIR
starts the clock when the applicant files a complete
asylum application in open court at a master calendar hearing.bl

why the applicant is of the opinion that the clock
is incorrect.74 Following a review of the record of
proceedings, the EOIR's electronic database, and
any recorded hearing, the court administrator, afterconsultation with the immigration judge if necessary, will respond by letter or email if the clock
is accurate or take corrective measures if the clock
is inaccurate.75 If the applicant is not satisfied that
the clock issue was correctly addressed, he or she
then can contact the Assistant Chief Immigration
judge in writing.76 The foregoing procedure does
not appear to address the situation where the asylum clock was correctly calculated and stopped,
but the reason for the applicant-caused delay
no longer exists. Under these circumstances, the
clock cannot be restarted until the next hearing
before the immigration judge, and, given the delays in obtaining hearings in many immigration
courts due to backlogs, a considerable amount of
time can elapse before the asylum clock can again
be started."

With respect to the issue of managing the asylum clock in immigration court, during the pendency of the asylum claim, the OPPM provides
that, following each hearing, the clock will run or
stop depending on the reason that the hearing was
adjourned.62 If the hearing was adjourned because
of EOIR- or DHS-related delays, then the clock
runs until the next hearing.63 If the hearing was
adjourned because of delays attributable to the applicant or his or her attorney, then the clock stops
running until the next hearing; even if the clock is
stopped because of a delay attributable to the applicant, it will restart at the next hearing unless another delay caused by the applicant occurs.64 The
immigration judge is responsible for determining
the reason that each hearing is adjourned, and the
reason is required to be stated on the record.bs

The asylum clock can create a tension between
the applicant's need to work and the applicant's
need for a more convenient forum or the need to
be properly prepared for a master calendar or individual hearing. In view of this tension, before
undertaking any action that will or could stop
the clock, the applicant's attorney should discuss
each action before it is taken with the applicant
and advise the applicant of the likely effect that
the action will have on delaying the date for applying for work authorization. That waq, the tension can be carefully assessed with the applicant
to determine whether the potential action should
be taken.

Applicant-caused delays in immigration court
are described in the OPPM as including the following:(1) an applicant's request for more time to
retain an attorney or representative,bb (2) a request
by an applicant's attorney for additional time to
prepare for a master calendar hearing,b'(3) an applicant's refusal to accept an expedited hearing
date if the asylum case is labeled an "expedited
asylum case,"68 (4) a grant by the immigration
judge of a motion for continuance filed by the applicant,69 and (5) a grant of a motion to change
venue filed by an applicant.70

DOCUMENTATION MATTERS PRIOR TO
THE INDIVIDUAL HEARING

If an applicant is of the view that the asylum
clock in his or her case has been incorrectly calculated, incorrectly stopped, or incorrectly determined,the OPPM sets forth a procedure for challenging the asylum clock.71 The applicant should
not file a motion with the immigration court, and
the immigration judge should not issue any orders
regarding the asylum clock since the asylum clock
is considered by the EOIR to be an administrative
function.72 Rather, the issue can be raised during
a hearing before the immigration judge, and the
judge is required to address the issue on the record
with the parties.73 If these clock issues cannot be
addressed during a hearing, they can be raised by
a letter to the court administrator in writing, and
the letter should include a detailed explanation of
O 2012 Thomson Reuters

Filing Deadlines in the Immigxation
Court Practice Manual
Deadlines. As noted in nn. 1-2 and accompanying text, as of July 1, 2008, the previously existing local rules for various U.S. immigration courts
were no longer effective and were replaced by the
Immigration Court Practice Manual. The Immigration Court Practice Manual provides that, unless otherwise specified by the immigration judge
in a particular case, for individual hearings involving nondetained applicants, any witness lists,
motions,briefs, exhibits, and other papers must be
filed at least 15 days in advance of the hearing.78
Any responses to these papers must be filed within 10 days after these papers were filed with the
7
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immigration court.79 The same deadlines apply to
any written filings for a master calendar hearing.ao
For detained applicants, the deadlines are specified by the immigration court.81
Computation. The method of computing the
filing deadlines is described in detail in the Immigration Court Practice Manual.82 For example,
with respect to the 15-day deadline for the filing
of exhibits, motions, witness lists, briefs, and other
papers for an individual hearing, the day of the
hearing counts as "day 0," and the day before the
hearing counts as "day 1." Although Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays are counted, if the
deadline falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the deadline is construed to fall on the next
business day.83 Regarding the 10-day deadline for
the filing of responses, the day that the filing is
received by the immigration court is counted as
"day 0," and the next day counts as "day 1."84 Refer to ~ 3.1(c) of the Immigration Court Practice
Manual for the computation of filing deadlines
following hearings and following the decisions of
immigration judges.
Extensions. Although immigration judges
have the authority to grant motions for extension
of all filing deadlines that are not set by regulation,
under the Immigration Court Practice Manual, a
deadline only can be extended when an immigration judge grants a written motion for extension.ss
Motions for extension must be received on or before the original filing deadline, and they are not
favored.86 The contents of a motion for extension
are outlined in the Immigration Court Practice
Manual.87 A motion to accept an untimely filing
can be considered by an immigration judge, but
the motion must explain the reasons for the late
filing, show good cause for the delay, and be supported by affidavits and declarations under the
penalty of perjury.88
Receipt Rule. The immigration courts do not
follow the "mailbox rule" where pleadings, motions, and other documents are deemed filed
when mailed. Rather, a document is not considered filed in immigration court until it actually has
been received by the immigration court89 through
the U.S. Postal Service, by courier or overnight delivery service, or by hand delivery.90 Any postal or
delivery delays will not excuse untimeliness in filing except in rare circumstances.91 The date stamp
placed on the filed document controls the determination ofthe date when the document was filed
absent persuasive evidence to the contrary.92 As in
state or federal court, it is always a good practice
to have a conformed copy of the filed document

date stamped at the time of filing.93 If the filing
is by mail or overnight delivery service, the con(?~,
formed copy of the filing must be accompanied by ~
a self-addressed stamped envelope or comparable
return delivery packaging that has been prepaid,94
Service
A "proof of service" on the opposing party
must be attached to all documents filed with the
immigration court. A sample proof of service form
is provided in the Immigration Court Practice
Manual at Appendix G. The Immigration Court
Practice Manual allows for service by hand delivery, U.S. mail, or commercial courier like Federal
Express.95 Service by hand delivery is complete
upon delivery. Service on a party by U.S. mail or
commercial courier is complete when the filing is
deposited.96 In other words, unlike the deadline
for filing with the immigration court, for service
on the DHS District Counsel's Office, the Immigration Court Practice Manual follows the "mailbox rule."
Translations
All documents filed in immigration court in
a language other than English must be accompanied by a certified English translation.97 The Immigration Court Practice Manual requires that, in
addition to that translation, a certificate of translationmust be signed by the translator and attached
to the translation and the foreign language document.98 The certificate of translation is required to
state that the translator is competent in the foreign
language and that the translation is true and accurate to the best of the translator's abilities, and the
certificate also must contain the translator's address and telephone number.99 If the certificate of
translation does not meet these requirements, the
foreign-language document and the accompanying translation can be excluded at the individual
hearing.'oo A sample of a certificate of translation
is provided at Appendix H of the Immigration
Court Practice Manual. Documents that have not
been translated additionally may be excluded
from evidence by the immigration judge.'o' Further, any document in English by a person who
does not understand English must include a certificate of interpretation stating that the document
has been read to the author in a language that the
author understands and that the author understood the entire contents of the document before
signing it.'oz
O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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Asylum Application
The application for asylum and withholding of
removal(Form I-589) can be found on the website
of the USCIS.lo3 The form can be prepared online
and then converted to a pdf format for printing
and signing. If the appropriate boxes are checked,
Form I-589 also can be used to apply for relief under the Convention Against Torture. All information contained in an asylum application and any
documentation or reference reflecting that the
applicant has applied for asylum are to be maintained as confidential by the U.S. government and,
except in rare circumstances, cannot be disclosed
to a third party without the written consent of the
applicant.lo4 There is no fee for filing an asylum
application.
Form I-589 comes with instructions that are
detailed and useful, and these instructions should
be studied by any practitioner who has not completed an asylum application for a period of time.
Also, Regina Germain, in her excellent book entitled "Asylum Primer," has many useful practice
pointers for completing the asylum application.~os
Written Affidavit or Declaration of the
Applicant
Beyond the asylum application, whether a
detailed written document of the applicant's expected testimony should be prepared is a decision
to be carefully considered in each case. There are
a numbex of advantages and one nnajor disadvantage to such a written document.
Some of the advantages are the following. First,
a written document can provide the immigration
judge with a preview of the applicant's expected
testimony. Second, some immigration judges are
more likely to find an applicant to be credible if
his or her testimony at the individual hearing
is consistent with a detailed written document.
Third, a written document can be given to expert
witnesses and other witnesses as a summary of
the applicant's claim. Fourth, the construction of
a detailed written document usually will reveal
whether additional documentation and information is needed as well as potential inconsistencies
in the case. Fifth, with the right client, a written
document can be used to prepare the applicant for
his or her testimony at the individual hearing.
1
The major disadvantage of a written docu-~ ment is the following. Many clients with asylum
claims have had limited formal education and/or
come from cultures that are substantially different
O 2012 Thomson Reuters

from ours.lob Also, it is well established in the psychiatric/psychological literature that applicants'
memories can be compromised when they have
been tortured or otherwise severely persecuted.107
Under these circumstances, these applicants often
cannot retain detailed information or cannot describe their stories in the chronological sequence
expected in our culture and in most immigration
courts. If there are even minor inconsistencies between the applicant's testimony at the individual
hearing and the contents of a written document,
these minor inconsistencies, even though they do
not go to the heart of the claim, may be a major
area of cross-examination by the DHS Attorney or
questioning by the immigration judge. This concern has become even greater in light of the credibility determination factors contained in the REAL
ID Act, which are discussed further in nn. 225-235
and accompanying text. If, during the initial interviews with the client, it becomes apparent that he
or she will not be able to recall detailed information or will be unable to testify chronologically, a
written document ordinarily should be avoided.
The essentials of the claim can be laid out in the
asylum application, and then the claim can be
filled in during the applicant's direct examination
at the individual hearing.
If a decision is made to prepare a detailed written document, it usually is constructed to mirror
the anticipated direct examination as well as to
address potential problems with the case in the
most favorable light.'os
If the affidavit or declaration is written in English by aperson who does not understand English,
it must be accompanied by a certificate of interpretation stating that it has been translated to the
applicant in a language that he or she understands
and that the applicant stated that all of the information in the affidavit or declaration is true and
correct.lo9
FOIA Requests
A FOIA request is not needed to review the file
maintained by the immigration court; rather, the
applicant's attorney can inspect the official record
of proceedings by contacting the local immigrationcourt clerk and then following the instructions
provided by the clerk."o Officially, it is the EOIR's
position that a FOIA request is needed to obtain
copies of the record, although "in limited instances, immigration court staff have the discretion to
provide a party with a copy of the record or a portion of the record, without a FOIA request.""' As
a practical matter, most clerks will provide copies
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of the asylum application, Record of Deportable/
Inadmissible Alien (Form I-213) if present in the
immigration court's file, or other papers of similar
length without the need of a FOIA request.

be sufficient to sustain the burden of proof without corroboration," the Board of Immigration (~ '~~
Appeals (BIA or Board) has steadily tightened ~the requirements of the need for providing corroborating documentation by an asylum applicant, In the 1987 case of Matter of Mogharrabi,12z
the BIA stated that, although every effort should
be made to obtain corroborating evidence to support aclaim of persecution, the lack of such evidence would not necessarily be fatal to the claim
when the applicant's own testimony was the only
evidence available and when the testimony was
believable, consistent, and sufficiently detailed
to provide a plausible and coherent account of
the basis for the applicant's fear. Two years later,
in Matter of Dass,123 the BIA noted that Matter of
Mogharrabi and other federal cases did not stand
for the proposition that the introduction of corroborating evidence was purely an option in an
asylum case. In 1997,in Matter of S-M-J-,124 the BIA
tightened the standard a little further, stating that,
where it was reasonable to expect corroborating
evidence for certain facts regarding an applicant's
claim, the evidence should be provided because
credible testimony is only "part of the body of evidence which is intertwined and considered in its
totality." One year later, in Matter of M-D-,1~ the ~- ~ ..
BIA denied an asylum claim where, even though
the applicant's testimony was detailed, believable,
and consistent, there was a lack of specific documentation corroborating the applicant's identity
and residence in a refugee camp,although the applicant had testified that his identity documents
were destroyed by his persecutors when he was
arrested and although there was evidence that the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) did not have sufficient
staff or resources to document his presence in the
refugee camp. Thus, over time, the BIA has taken
the position that applicants are eligible for asylum
based solely on credible testimony only if corroborating evidence is not reasonably available.lzb

To obtain a copy of the applicant's file from
the DHS,it is the position of the DHS that a FOIA
request is needed."~ FOIA requests for applicants
in removal proceedings usually are required to be
expedited,113 but the Legal Action Center of the
American Immigration Council has noted that
"even 'fast truck' processing often is untimely the average processing time (as of June 4, 2012) is
41 business days."114 The Immigration Court Practice Manual specifically states that the nonreceipt
of the applicant's file will not excuse a party from
any failure to meet a filing deadline,lls and, as the
Legal Action Center has noted, "some [immigrationjudges] may deny a continuance to await FOIA
processing."16 As a result, in its practice advisory,
the Legal Action Center describes the benefits and
procedure for obtaining documents from the DHS
under the mandatory access statute117 rather than
a FOIA request;118 the practice advisory therefore
should be consulted, particularly if there is a relatively short time between the first master calendar
hearing and the individual hearing.
If the applicant's primary concern is the need
to obtain or review a Form I-213 (Record of Deportable Alien), Form I-263W (Record of Sworn
Statements - Witness), or Form I-870 (Record of
Determination/Credible Fear Worksheet), an informal request can be made to the DHS District
Counsel's Office. Since these documents typically
are no longer than a few pages, they sometimes
will be provided by the District Counsel's Office
without a FOIA request. However, the mere making of the request by the applicant's attorney may
cause the DHS Attorney to particularly focus on
the requested record.
If the applicant's attorney elects to file a FOIA
request,it is advisable to make the request as soon
as possible to maximize the chances of receiving
the applicant's file before the individual hearing.119 The procedure for filing a FOIA request to
the EOIR is described in the Immigration Court
Practice Manual.120 The procedure for filing a FOIA
request to the DHS is described on the agency's
website,12'

In the REAL ID Act, Pub. L. No. 109-13, Div. B,
119 Stat. 23, passed in May 2005, Congress added a
section to the INA dealing with the burden of proof.
It states, in pertinent part:

Sustaining burden. The testimony of the applicant maybe sufficient to sustain the applicant's
burden without corroboration, but only if the
applicant satisfies the trier of fact that the applicant's testimony is credible, is persuasive, and
refers to specific facts sufficient to demonstrate
that the applicant is a refugee. In determining
whether the applicant has met the applicant's
burden,the trier of fact may weigh the credible

Exhibits
Individual Documentation. Le a~ 1 Rec~uirements. Although 8 C.F.R. ~ 208.13(a) states that
"[t]he testimony of the applicant, if credible, may

OO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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testunony along with other evidence of record.
Where the trier of fact determines that the applicant should provide evidence which corroborates otherwise credible testimony, such evidence must be provided unless the applicant
does not have the evidence and cannot reasonably obtain the evidence,12'

(3)

regarding the applicant's family members:(a)birth certificates,(b) marriage certificates, (c) divorce certificates, (d) death
certificates,(e) national ID cards,(f) passports, and (g)family photos.

(4)

regarding persecution of the applicant:
(a) medical records, (b) photographs establishing political involvement, religious
participation, or involvement in a social
group, (c) affidavits, declarations, statements,or letters from family members and
witnesses,(d)arrest or conviction records,
(e) ID or membership cards in political,
religious, or social groups, (f~ newspaper
articles that mention the applicant or corroborate events, and/or (g) photographs
of wounds or scars.

(5)

regarding the applicant's journey to the
United States: (a) photographs,(b) documentationfrom refugee camps,(c)receipts
for transportation and hotels, and (d) affidavits, declarations, statements, or letters
from witnesses.

(6)

regarding discretionary factors: (a) educational records in the United States, (b)
work records in the United States if employment authorization has been provided,(c) letters from local law-enforcement
authorities stating that the applicant has
no criminal history, (d) letters describing
the applicant's good moral character, (e)
English as a second language (ESL) attendance certificates, and/or (f) documentation reflecting involvement in religious or
social organizations in the United States.

(7)

regarding efforts to obtain corroborating
documentation given its importance as
observed above in nn. 122-131 and accompanying text: (a) letters by the applicant
or his or her attorney to family members,
friends, or religious, political, or social
groups in the country of origin requesting specific records,(b) affidavits, declarations, statements, or letters from individuals in the country of origin stating that
they have sought certain corroborating recordsbut have been unable to obtain them
for specifically stated reasons, and (c) an
affidavit from the applicant or the applicant's attorney regarding efforts to obtain
corroborating documentation.

(8)

regarding authentication of or efforts to
authenticate documents:(a) emails, faxes,
letters, or other documentation reflecting

This provision applies to all asylum applications
filed on or after May 11, 2005, the date of enactment
of the REAL ID Act,lz8
Also,the REAL ID Act added the following provision regarding corroborating evidence to the section of the INA dealing with the standard of review
on appeal:
No court shall reverse a determination made
by a trier of fact with respect to the availability
of corroborating evidence ... unless the court
finds, ... that a reasonable trier of fact is compelled to conclude that such corroborating evidence is unavailab1e.129
In view of the foregoing, the importance of
employing all reasonable efforts to obtain corroborating documentation cannot be overstated.
If corroborating documentation cannot be obtained, the applicant's efforts to do so should be
:~ documented and provided to the court as part of
the applicant's exhibits.
Any finding by an immigration judge regarding the lack of corroborating documentation will be
very difficult to reverse on appeal.13o If the immigration judge makes such a finding, James Feroli,in his
article appearing in Immigration Briefings, provides
guidance for responding on appeal to a determination by an immigration judge that corroborating
documentation was not provided.'31
Tomes of Individual Documentation. Some of the
types of corroborating individual documentation to
consider obtaining include the following:
(1)

regarding identification of the applicant:(a)
birth certificate,(b) baptismal certificate,(c)
nationalID card,(d)military service records,
and/or (e) passport. If these records cannot
be reasonably obtained, then the applicant
should attempt to obtain affidavits, declarations, statements, or letters from family
members, relatives, friends, or others who
can corroborate the applicant's identity.

1 (2)
-~

regarding the applicant's background:(a)
school records, including diplomas, (b)
employment records, and/or (c) military
service records.

O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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the authentication of official records of the
applicant and/or his or her family members,(b)emails,faxes, letters or other documentation by the applicant or his or her
attorney to the U.S. embassy in the country of origin seeking the authentication
of official records, (c) an affidavit of the
applicant or the applicant's attorney regarding the lack of response from the U.S.
embassy to the authentication efforts, and
(d) affidavits, declarations, statements, or
letters from witnesses who can authenticate any official records. For further informationregarding the authentication issue,
see nn. 317-320 and accompanying text.

of the applicant's home country, especially when
the U.S. Department of State Country Report on
~~~
Human Rights Practices for the particular country ~_ % ~
does not sufficiently address the persecution at issue in the applicant's case or is incorrect in some
respects, (b) medical doctors who can examine
bullet wounds, scars, hearing loss, loss of vision,
and other physical conditions to confirm that the
physical condition likely resulted from the persecution or torture described by the applicant, and
(c) psychologists, psychiatrists, or social workers
who can examine the applicant to confirm posttraumatic stress disorder, depression, or some
other condition that resulted from the applicant's
persecution or torture.

regarding the one-year issue, if pertinent:
(a) passport entries, boarding passes, or
other documentation reflecting the date of
entry into the United States, if available,
(b) affidavits, declarations, statements, or
letters from family members, friends, or
others regarding when the applicant left
his or her country of origin, (c) receipts
for purchases, transportation, lodging,
and other expenses during transit to the
United States and particularly in Mexico
or Canada, (d) affidavits, declarations,
statements, or letters from individuals
who may have crossed the border into the
United States with the applicant or from
individuals who were in contact with the
applicant shortly after crossing the border,
and (e) documentation reflecting the serious illness or mental or physical disability
of the applicant or member of the applicant's immediate family demonstrating
extraordinary circumstances regarding
why the applicant's asylum application
was not filed within one year after the applicant's last arrival in the United States.

Experts regarding country conditions ordinarily can be found on the Internet using a Google
search. Because of the difficulty in locating an expert on country conditions who will prepare a report and possibly testify for no fee in a pro bono
case, one approach is to locate as many potential
experts as possible regarding the pertinent country
issues and then send each of them an email describing the case and requesting their assistance. Typically, if 10 to 15 emails are sent to potential experts,
one to two favorable replies will be received along
with two or three suggestions to contact another ~'
~ ~., ,
expert who was not present on the initial list. Fur- ~~
then email and telephone contact generally will result in at least one expert who can prepare a report
and agree to testify by telephone on a pro Bono basis. Organizations like Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch also are possible sources for
expert witnesses on specific country conditions.
The American Anthropology Association additionally maintains a bank of experts regarding certain
conditions in specific countries,132 Other websites
that may be usefixl in locating a country conditions
expert include asylumlaw.org and the Center for
Gender and Refugee Studies for cases involving
gender-based violence, female genital mutilation
(FGM), and other gender-related issues. Experts
further can be located by contacting attorneys who
frequently handle asylum cases.

It is important to retain as evidence the original envelope in which documents were sent or
the Federal Express or DHL wrapper to show by
whom they were sent, the date when they were
sent, and the chain of custody, and the envelope
or wrapper should be included in the applicant's
exhibits submitted to the immigration court.

Probably the best source for a medical or psychological expert is Physicians for Human Rights
(PHR). PHR's website contains a forensic evaluation request form that can be downloaded, completed, and then sent by email to asylum@phrusa.
org.133 PHR usually will appoint a pro Bono medical or psychological expert fairly quickly after the
receipt of the form.

Expert Reports. Expert testimony is useful,
and sometimes critical, in the presentation of an
asylum case. Expert testimony often is provided
by the following:(a) academics, human rights advocates, employees" of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), or former employees of the U.S.
government who have expertise in the conditions

The Immigration Court Practice Manual requires that, in addition to the expert report, a cur12
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rent resume or curriculum vitae(CV)also must be
~i provided as part of the witness list.134

mously written, often do not identify the evidence
on which they rely, and can be affected by the
relationship between the United States and the
particular country in question.138 Nevertheless, if
a State Department report has information that is
contrary to the expected testimony of the asylum
applicant, particularly on an important issue in
the case, it will be difficult to overcome this contrary information. Here, expert testimony and reports from respected nonprofit organizations like
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch
that contradict the information in the State Department Report will be essential,

Evidentiary considerations regarding the use
of expert reports at the individual hearing are discussed in nn. 343-351 and accompanying text. The
standards for expert witnesses are addressed in
nn. 259-266 and accompanying text. Use of a motion for an expert witness to testify by telephone is
discussed in nn. 154-160 and accompanying text.
Documentation Regarding Country Conditions. Documentation regarding country conditions is essential to support and corroborate the
applicant's case.

In addition to Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, other sources of country documentation can be found on the websites of the
following organizations: Freedom House, U.S.
Committee for Refugees, asylumlaw.org, Center
for Gender and Refugee Studies, Reporters Without Borders, and specific websites that consider
the particular country of concern or the particular
issue of concern.

The country report that will need to be consulted in virtually every asylum case is the U.S.
Department of State Country Report on Human
Rights Practices ("State Department report") for
the particular country of concern during the particular year or years of concern. These reports can
be found on the website of the U.S. State Department.135 Immigration judges rely heavily on State
Department reports to obtain background information in which to evaluate an applicant's claim,
The REAL ID Act added statutory authority for
- , this reliance, stating that an immigration judge
can base his or her credibility determination on a
number of listed factors,including the consistency
between the applicant's testimony and "other evidence of record (including the reports of the De-

Most courts have found Wikipedia to be an
unreliable source of country documentation,139
If the country documentation includes a book
or other similar published material, the title page,
publishing information page, and table of contents should accompany the specific pages of the
book, and, if the book is difficult to locate, the applicant also should identify where the publication
can be found and authenticated,140 If the country
documentation includes a newspaper article, the
front page of the newspaper should be included
showing the name of the newspaper and the date
of publication.14' All Internet publications that are
submitted, such-as Human Rights Watch or Amnesty International reports, should include the
complete Internet address where each individual
report can be found.142

partment of Sfate on country conditions) ... ,"136

With respect to the importance of State Department reports, the BIA recently stated as follows:
State Department reports on country conditions,including the Profiles of Asylum Claims
& Country Conditions, are highly probative
evidence and are usually the best source of
information on conditions in foreign nations.
[Citations omitted.] The reports are accorded
"special weight;' [citation omitted], because
they are based on the collective expertise and
experience of the Department of State, which
"has diplomatic and consular representatives
throughout the world." [Citation omi.tted.]
However, this evidence does not "automatically discredit contrary evidence presented
by the applicant;' and it is critical to also consider and evaluate "any contrary or countervailing evidence ... as well as the particular
circumstances of the applicant's case. [Cita-~
tions omitted.]13'
~- ~

Finally, country documentation should be
highlighted or underlined to indicate the pertinent portions of the document that the applicant
would like to bring to the attention of the immigration judge.143
Exhibit Package. The Immigration Court Practice Manual requires fihat all exhibits,including all
individual documentation, expert reports, and
country documentation, be packaged and provided to the immigration court along with a table
of contents, cover page, and proof of service.' A
sample cover page is provided by the Immigration
Court Practice Manual at Appendix F, and a sam-

Some federal appellate courts have questioned
the reliance of immigration judges and the BIA on
State Department reports since they are anonyOO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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ple proof of service is provided at Appendix G. A
sample table of contents also appears as Appendix
P to the Immigration Court Practice Manual. Rules
regarding pagination, paper size, tabs,fonts, spacing, and binding additionally are contained in the
Immigration Court Practice Manual and should
be strictly followed.145 Original supporting documents, such as identification cards, passports,
membership cards, certificates, letter from relatives, or like records should not be filed with the
exhibit package; rather, only copies should be provided. The exhibit package should note that the
originals are available for review.146 The applicant
then should bring all originals to the individual
hearing.147
Witness List
The. Immigration Court Practice Manual requires that a witness list be provided to the immigration court identifying each witness, other
than the applicant, who will testify live or by telephone at the individual hearing.148 The witness
list should include the name of the witness, the
alien registration number, if applicable, a written
summary of the testimony,the estimated length of
the testimony, the language in which the witness
will testify, and a CV or resume for any expert witness.149 The witness list package to be filed with
the immigration court also should contain a cover
page and a proof of service.~so
Hearing Briefs
Depending upon the issues in the case and time
constraints of the applicant's attorney, the filing of
a hearing brief on a specific issue or regarding the
entire case should be considered. For example, if
an important issue in the case is firm resettlement,
the applicant may wish to file a hearing brief on
this specific point to direct the court's attention,
prior to the individual hearing, to the law as it
applies to.the anticipated facts of the applicant's

case. For further example,if the case has any legal
issues that are on the cutting edge of the development of asylum law, the applicant also may wish
to file a brief with respect to these points.

If one party files a hearing brief, the other party may file a response brief within the same dead- ~~.
line allowed for other responses(10 days after the `~._ ,
filing of the hearing brief in cases for nondetained
applicants) unless the immigration judge sets a
different deadline.152 Any response brief must
comply with the same specific requirements as the
hearing brief.ls3
Motions
Types of Motions.If appropriate,the applicant's
attorney may consider filing one or more of the following motions prior to the individual hearing.
Motion for Fact or Exert Witnesses to Testify
b~ele~hone. Frequently, fact or expert witnesses
reside in another city, state, or country. If the applicant's case is being handled on a pro Bono basis, the client likely will not be able to afford the
expense of having a fact or expert witness appear
live at the individual hearing. An alternative is to
have the witness testify by telephone.If so,the Irnmigration Court Practice Manual requires that a
written motion to present telephonic testimony be
filed with the immigration court.154 The expected
contents of the motion are described in the Immigration Court Practice Manual at § 4.15(o)(iii) ,
-T>,
(A). The Immigration Court Practice Manual also ~;
states that a cell phone cannot be used by the witness without the prior permission of the immigration judge, and international calls require the
presenting party to bring a prepaid telephone card
to the hearing to pay for the cal1.155 If the witness
only can be available at a specific time during the
hearing, this need should be discussed with the
immigration judge at the beginning of the individual hearing. Otherwise,the Immigration Court
Practice Manual requires that the witness be available to testify at any time during the course of the
individual hearing.156 The applicant may be able
to obtain a ruling on the motion for telephonic testimony prior to the individual hearing; if so, the
applicant's attorney then will know ahead of time
whether the witness will be able to testify by telephone or whether the applicant will have to rely
on the witness's affidavit or sworn declaration.
Some of the reasons to consider in supporting
a motion for fact or expert witness to testify by
telephone include the following:

The Immigration Court Practice Manual sets
out the specific requirements for a hearing brief
in Section 4.19. The deadline for filing a hearing
brief is the same as the deadline for filing the applicant's exhibits, witness list, and motions (15
days in advance of the individual hearing for nondetained applicants) unless the immigration judge
sets a different deadline.151
14

(1)

Federal courts routinely have permitted a
witness to testify by telephone.ls'

(2)

Federal courts even allow deposition testimony obtained by telephone to be read
into evidence at trial.lss
O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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(3)

Immigration courts have permitted the use
of telephonic testimony.ls9

(4)

Telephonic testimony is particularly warranted in asylum cases as removal is a
harsh measure that "is all the more replete
with danger when the alien makes a claim
that he or she will be subjected to death or
persecution if forced to return to his or her
home country."16o

`;

to the INA by the REAL ID Act where even minor
inconsistencies can now affect the credibility determination of an inuliigration judge,it is important to
obtain these statements as soon as possible so that
they can be considered by the applicant prior to the
individual hearing.169
Motion to Extend Filing Deadlines. With regard
to the requirements of the Immigration Court Practice Manual pertaining to motions to obtain extensions of filing deadlines, see nn. 85-88 and accompanying text.

Motion to Issue Subpoenas.If a third party possesses documentary evidence ox testimony needed
by the applicant at the individual hearing and is
unwilling to provide it voluntarily, an immigration
judge is authorized to issue a subpoena requiring
the attendance of the witness or the production of
the needed documents,161 In the motion to issue
subpoenas,the applicant must state what he or she
expects to prove through the witness or documentary evidence, must show that diligent efforts have
been made to obtain the documents or the appearance of the witness without success, and must be
accompanied by a proposed subpoena.162 The required contents of the proposed subpoena are outlined in the Immigration Court Practice Manual.163
A form of a subpoena also is contained at Appendix N of the Immigration Court Practice Manual. If
~ ''< J a subpoena is issued by the immigration judge, it
may be served by any person over 18 years of age
who is not a party to the case.l~

Motion for Continuance. If a trial in some other case or some other scheduled matter conflicts
with the date when the individual hearing has
been set, if essential documentation from the applicant's home country has not yet been obtained
for reasons beyond the control of the applicant or
the applicant's attorney, or if there are other good
reasons, a written motion for continuance of the individual hearing can be filed with the immigration
court.170 The motion should set forth the reasons for
the request and be supported by evidence, which
typically would include an affidavit from the applicant's attorney.l" The motion also should suggest alternative dates for the individual hearing,
although the immigration judge retains the discretion to reschedule any continued case as he or she
deems appropriate.1z Until the motion for continuance is granted,the parties must appear on the currentlyscheduled date.l'3

In the past, the need for subpoenas became
important in view of the increasingly delayed responses of the DHS to FOIA requests. Immigration
attorneys were reporting delays of 10 months or
even a year or more.l~ In view of the more recent
expedited processing of FOIA requests for applicants in removal proceedings,166 the need fora subpoena to obtain all or part of the applicant's DHS
file probably has been xeduced.lb'

One factor to evaluate when considering a
motion for continuance is the lengthening time to
process asylum and other cases in immigration
courts,14 If the continuance is granted, in some immigration courts, it may take a year or more to reschedule the individual hearing, which will further
delay the bringing of immediate family members
to the United States. Another factor to consider is
that the granting of a motion for continuance filed
by the applicant likely will stop the asylum clock
and may delay the issuance of a work permit to the
applicant.~'s

If any significant delay in receiving a response
to a FOIA request is experienced and/or if an informal request to the District Counsel's Office is either
unsuccessful or inappropriate for the particular
case,168 a subpoena to the DHS probably should be
requested for the applicant's complete file, which
would include any written statements of the applicant. For example, in cases of expedited removal,
one document that usually is in possession of the
DHS is the applicant's record of sworn statement
obtained by a U.S. Border Patrol agent. As observed
~, 1 in nn. 225-235 and accompanying text, these state=J ments can contain inaccuracies or inconsistencies
between their contents and the applicant's expected
testimony. In view of a statutory provision added
OO 2012 Thomson Reuters

Motion to Strike Report of the DHS Forensic
Document Laboratory The DHS maintains a forensic document laboratory in Virginia.176 DHS Attorneys can submit documentation to this lab for
analysis. For example, an examiner may be asked
to determine the authenticity of a passport,ID card,
or arrest warrant. The examiner also maybe asked
to express an opinion as to whether a provided document has been altered. Immigration judges have
given significant weight to reports from the Forensic Document Laboratory.l"
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There are a number of problems with these reports. First, as outlined by Jason Dzubow in an article published in Immigration Law Today regarding forensic document lab reports, the Forensic
Document Laboratory generally refuses to reveal
the underlying data for its reports or its methodology."$ Second, the examiner's credentials and
training usually are not stated in the report. Additional problems also are considered in Dzubow's
article, and it should be consulted if this issue arises in the applicant's case.

by an immigration judge for an adverse credibility determination, the immigration judge should ~ ~,,
make some finding that the applicant knew that ~ ,_
the document was fraudulent.185 Thus, when a
person from the applicant's home country provided the document,the applicant maybe able to testify that he or she had no idea that the document
was allegedly fraudulent.'sb
Motion to Take Depositions. The regulations
permit an immigration judge to order the deposition of any potentially unavailable witness.187 The
immigration judge's order is required to designate
the official by whom the deposition is to be taken and to prescribe and limit the content, scope,
or manner of the taking of the deposition.188 Although commonly used in civil litigation, depositions are rarely requested in pro Bono asylum
cases. As a practical matter, this option may not
be available to many pro bono attorneys because
of the substantial expense of obtaining a court reporter and transcript.

As noted in nn. 259-266 and accompanying
text, although Fed. R. Evid. 702 pertaining to expert
testimony and the Daubert standard (discussed in
nn. 261-263 and accompanying text) do not strictly
apply to cases in immigration court, applicants in
removal proceedings are entitled to due process of
law.179 The inability to analyze the underlying data,
to evaluate the examiner's methodology, or to determine whether the forensic document examiner
has the proper scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge to render his or her opinions arguably violates the applicant's due process rights.180 If
the DHS Attorney does not file a resume or CV of
the forensic document examiner along with a witnesslist atleast 15 days prior to the individual hearing,then there also is a violation of the requirement
contained in the Immigration Court Practice Manual that a resume or CV must be provided for any
expert witness who may testify.181 Further, the INA
states that the applicant "shall have a reasonable
opportunity to examine the evidence against the
alien ... and to cross-examine witnesses presented
by the Government."182 If the forensic document examiner is not made available for cross-examination
either in person or by telephone, then the INA and
the applicant's due process rights arguably have
been violated.183

Motion to Change Venue. See nn.15-23 and accompanying text for the requirements and other
information regarding motions to change venue.
Motion to Accept an Untimely Filing. See nn. i ~~:,
85-88 and accompanying text for the requirements `,,
of a motion to accept the late filing of exhibits, a
witness list, or other document.
Motion to Su~ress. As observed in nn. 24-26
and accompanying text, there are certain circumstances when an applicant may wish to require
the government to meet its burden of proof to establish the applicant's alienage. Under these circumstances, the applicant's attorney should file
a motion to suppress the Record of Deportable/
Inadmissible Alien (Form I-213) or other similar
document. Good discussions regarding motions
to suppress are contained in an Immigration Briefing by Margaret Hobbins,189 in a practice advisory from the Legal Action Center of the American
Immigration Council,190 and in an article by Sara
Stanley and Daniel Swanwick in the Immigration
Law Advisor,191 and they should be consulted if a
motion to suppress is being considered.

In view of the foregoing, if before the individual hearing the DHS Attorney files a Forensic
Document Laboratory report with one or more of
the problems described above, the applicant's attorney should file a motion to strike the proposed
exhibit. However, if a motion to strike has not
been filed, because evidentiary objections can be
made at the individual hearing,184 the applicant
can still make oral or written objections to the admissibility of the report at that time. However,the
likelihood of having the objection sustained may
be enhanced by filing a motion to strike as the immigration judge then has the opportunity to more
fully consider the issue.

Other Motions. Other motions that an applicant may consider filing include the following:(1)
motion to advance the hearing date, particularly if
the applicant or any of his or her immediate family _
members may lose eligibility for certain relief before the hearing date,192(2) motion for substitution ~ -'
or withdrawal of counse1~193 ~3) motion to waive
the appearance of the applicant or his or her attor-

Finally, as Dzubow discusses in his article,
before an allegedly fraudulent document is used
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ney at a hearing (see nn. 7-10 and accompanying
`,text),194(4) motion to consolidate or sever the cases
of the applicant and other members of his or her
family who may be in proceedings,195 and (5) motion to amend a previously filed motion, witness
list, or other filing.196

tion judge also sometimes will provide a deadline
for the applicant to complete this task. The DHS
Attorney present in court will provide the applicant or his or her attorney with a form containing instructions on how the biometrics should be
obtained.208 If a deadline is not provided by the
immigration judge, it is best to proceed with obtaining the biometrics as soon as possible as asylum cannot be granted by the immigration judge
unless the biometrics have been returned.209 Also,
in the absence of good cause,the failure by the applicant to obtain his or her biometrics can result in
the dismissal of the asylum application.210 There is
no fee for obtaining the biometrics of an applicant
in an asylum case.

Response to Motions. As stated in the ImmigrationCourt Practice Manual,a motion is deemed
unopposed unless a timely response is made.197 In
cases involving nondetained applicants,responses
to motions must be filed within 10 days after the
motion was filed with the immigration court.19s
Procedure for Motions. Chapter 5 of the Immigration Court Practice Manual contains a detailed statement regarding the procedure for filing
motions in an immigration court.199 Briefly, in nondetained cases, all motions must be filed at least
15 days in advance of a hearing unless otherwise
specified by the immigration judge in a particular
case.200 Motions must include a cover page, and a
sample cover page appears at Appendix F of the
Immigration Court Practice Manua1.201 All motions must be accompanied by a proposed order
(although immigration judges often do not use
the proposed order), and a sample order appears
at Appendix Q of the Immigration Court Practice
~ `. ;% Manua1.202 If a motion is based on evidence that is
not yet made a part of the record by the immigration judge,the evidence should be submitted with
the motion.203 Prior to filing a motion, the applicant should make a good faith effort to determine
the position of the government regarding the motion, and the position of the government should
be stated in the motion.204 Tf the DHS Attorney will
not respond to the applicant's inquiries regarding agreement, nonopposition, or opposition, a
description should be included in the motion regarding the applicant's efforts to contact the DHS
Attorney.205 Oral hearings on motions are rarely
granted by immigration judges.206 The immigrationjudge's decision on a motion will be provided
either orally at a hearing or in writing with a''copy
generally served on the parties.207

Once taken, biometrics generally are valid for
15 months. In nondetained cases, if an individual hearing has been scheduled for more than 15
months after the applicant's biometrics last were
taken, the applicant should proceed to a USCIS
Application Support Center with the notice of
hearing issued to the applicant, and the biometrics
will be taken again. The personnel of the Application Support Center will stamp and date the notice
of hearing, and a copy of this document should be
filed along with the applicant's exhibits.
If the applicant is detained,the DHS is responsible for obtaining the applicant's biometrics.2~1
Preparation of the Applicant for Direct
and Cross-Examination
Preparing the applicant for direct and crossexamination is the key to any asylum case. This
is where most claims are won or lost. The applicant's attorney may want to consider the following issues in preparing the applicant for his or her
testimony. In addition to these issues, the applicant's attorney also may want to review the excellent discussions of direct and cross-examination
prepared by Professors Germain and Vail in their
publications.Z'z
Ethical Considerations. Of course, it is clear
that a lawyer cannot "falsify evidence, counsel
or assist a witness to testify- falsely, or offer an
inducement to a witness that is prohibited by
law."213 Beyond these clear prohibitions, there is
very little guidance in legal ethical codes, case
law, or legal scholarship on the permissible scope
of witness preparation.214 Certainly, "detailed,
substantive consultations between lawyers and
prospective witnesses are an expected part of trial
preparation."215 As the North Carolina Supreme
Court has stated:

NONDOCUMENTATION MATTERS
PRIOR TO THE INDIVIDUAL HEARING
Biometrics
Usually at the first master calendar hearing,
in nondetained cases, the immigration judge will
~;: ~ require the applicant to have current fingerprints
J and other identifying information collected so that
the DHS can verify the applicant's identity and
conduct a security investigation. The immigraO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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It is not improper for an attorney to prepare
his witness for trial, to explain the applicable law in any given situation and to go over
before trial the attorney's questions and the
witness' answers so that the witness will be
ready for his appearance in court, will be
more at ease because he knows what to expect, and will give his testimony in the most
effective manner that he can. Such preparation is the work of a good trial lawyer ... and
is to be commended because it provides a
more efficient administration of justice and
saves court time.216

be anticipated, and the other matters discussed
below. Due to limited formal education, psycho- ~,.
logical trauma associated with persecution, cul- t-_
tural issues, or other factors, some applicants may
need more than two preparation sessions.

Further,in the Restatement of the Law (Third),
the Law Governing Lawyers,it is noted that preparation of a witness may include the following as
long as it is consistent with the provision of truthful testimony:
discussing the role of the witness and effective courtroom demeanor; discussing the
witness' recollection and probable testimony;
revealing to the witness other testimony or
evidence that will be presented and asking
the witness to reconsider the witness' recollection or recounting of events in that light;
discussing the applicability of law to the
events in issue; reviewing the factual context
into which the witness' observations or opinions will fit; reviewing documents or other
physical evidence that may be introduced;
and discussing probable lines of hostile
cross-examination that the witness should be
prepared to meet. Witness preparation may
include rehearsal of testimony.217

Regarding the timing of the preparation sessions, it is usually best to schedule them for a
time period shortly before the individual hearing so that the applicant will recall the matters
discussed.220 For example, if two preparation sessions likely will be sufficient, it probably is best
to schedule the first preparation session for four
days prior to the hearing and the second preparationsession for two days before the hearing. Then,
if it becomes apparent during the first preparation
session that more time will be needed, additional
days before the individual hearing are available.
General Admonitions. Preparation sessions
usually are begun with general admonitions given
to the witness regarding his or her testimony.
The principal and most important admonition for the applicant and other witnesses is to
tell the truth. However, in some cases, the mere
statement of this fundamental requirement may
not be enough to drive the point home. In those ,- situations, the applicant and other fact witnesses
should be reminded of the consequences of not
telling the truth, including the following: (1) the
truth likely will emerge during cross-examination
or questioning by the immigration judge,(2) the
false testimony of the applicant almost certainly
will affect the credibility finding by the immigration judge with the likely result that the applicant's asylum case will be lost,(3) the false testimony of the applicant may cause the immigration
judge to find that the asylum application was filed
frivolously, making the applicant permanently ineligible for any benefits under the INA,221 and (4)
the applicant's attorney likely will have to move to
withdraw from the case if he or she knows that the
testimony is false and also may have to disclose
the false testimony to the immigration court.z22

In this context, most lawyers follow the guidelines of the Restatement of the Law (Third) of the
Law Governing Lawyers and recommend that
all anticipated questions for direct and cross-examination be reviewed with the witness during
the preparation for his or her testimony.218 As one
noted trial lawyer has written:"the first rule, then,
is to woodshed in every instance, rehearsing both
direct and cross examination ....Direct becomes
more concise and vivid; cross is seldom as bad as
anticipated."2'9

Other general admonitions include the following: (1) do not guess or speculate when answering any question,(2) make sure that the question
is completely understood before answering it, (3)
always let the immigration judge, the DHS Attorney, the interpreter, and the applicant's attorney
complete a question before answering it, (4) do _
not argue with the DHS Attorney and particularly f~ ''~
with the immigration judge,(5) do not volunteer ~~—'
information; rather, just answer the question that
is asked, and (6) do not make any jokes or humor-

Pxeparation Sessions. Because of the importance of the applicant's testimony to the outcome
of the case,the preparation sessions usually are the
most critical part in the preparation of an asylum
claim. For most applicants, it is generally advisable to have at least two preparation sessions prior
to the individual hearing to go over the expected
direct examination, all cross-examination that can
18
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classes, the applicant's devotion to his. or her family, and the applicant's plans if he or she is allowed
to remain in the United States. Although DHS Attorneys often object to this testimony based on
a lack of relevance, since asylum is a matter of
discretion, most immigration judges will allow
at least some direct examination with respect to
these points.

ous remarks.723 Violations of one or more of these
`,general admonitions may occur during the prepa. gyration sessions and should be pointed out by the
applicant's attorney at that time.
Issues to Consider When Preparing the Applicant #or Direct Examination. Some specific issues to consider when preparing the applicant for
direct examination include the following.

Leadin t~ he Applicant. Unless the applicant
is a minor or is mentally incompetent, the immigration judge usually will sustain any objection
by a DHS Attorney to any leading questions on
any significant subject asked the applicant by his
or her attorney during direct examination. Thus,
during one of the preparation sessions, an explanation should be provided to the applicant regarding the type of questions that are leading and the
reason that these questions cannot be asked by the
applicant's attorney. Otherwise, the applicant will
not be prepared for the manner in which his or her
testimony is to be provided on direct examination.
If it becomes apparent during the preparation of
the case that the applicant's story cannot be fully
developed without at least some leading c~uestions, see nn. 245-250 and accompanying text for a
possible approach to this problem.

Question/Answer Format. Many applicants
are from cultures where the question/answer format is unknown to them. Thus, it usually will take
some time to prepare the applicant to provide his
or her testimony in this format. For example, particularly when responding to questions about past
persecution, many applicants have a tendency to
provide far more information than is called for by
a particular question. This tendency can frustrate
many immigration judges and also cause them to
believe that the testimony is "canned" or "overly
rehearsed." The applicant's attorney therefore will
need to work constantly with the applicant to listen
closely to the question and then limit his or her response to the information elicited by that question.
Unfavorable Testimony Each case has its
->, strong points and its weak points; there is no
!' '' ~ perfect case. The weak points can include family members who have not been persecuted, inconsistencies between the asylum application
and the applicant's expected testimony, the applicant's failure to immediately depart his or her
home country following incidents of persecution,
inconsistencies in statements provided to a U.S.
Border Patrol agent or an asylum officer, economic motivations for coming to the United States, the
manner of entry into the United States, and a failure to apply for asylum in third countries through
which the applicant has traveled. Each of these issues, and any other negative matter on which the
DHS Attorney or immigration judge could potentially question the applicant,should be addressed
during direct examination so that the best light
can be placed on the unfavorable testimony224 and
so that the immigration judge has confidence that
he or she is being provided with the entire story.
The sting of the negative issue almost certainly
will be reduced if it is first brought out on direct
examination.

Lack of Corroborating Documentation. As observed in nn. 122-131 and accompanying text, the
importance of corroborating documentation pertaining to the applicant's case cannot be over emphasized, particularly in view of the 2005 changes
to the burden of proof contained in the REAL ID
Act. Thus, when preparing the applicant for his or
her direct testimony, consideration must be given
to a reasonable explanation for the unavailability
of any documentary evidence that would corroborate the applicant's testimony. The explanation can
include the efforts undertaken by the applicant to
obtain the corroborating documentation and why
those efforts have been unsuccessful.
Credibility and Minor Inconsistencies in the
A~~licant's Testimony. In all claims for asylum,
an immigration judge should make a threshold
determination of the applicant's credibility.~s Testimony can be considered not credible when it is
inconsistent, contradicts current country conditions, or is inherently improbable.726 Evasive or
unresponsive behavior also can support an adverse credibility finding as well as omissions during the applicant's testimony or in the applicant's
application or declaration.22'

Discretionary Factors. Any testimony that will
place the applicant in a more favorable light also
1, should be brought out in direct examination. This
J testimony could include the applicant's activities
in church or other organizations in the United
States, the applicant's attendance at ESL or other
O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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Prior to 2005, the BIA228 and numerous federal courts2z9 repeatedly held that credibility only
could be affected by discrepancies or inconsistencies in the applicant's testimony that are material
and go to the heart of the claim; discrepancies or
inconsistencies in nonmaterial parts of a case normally would not affect credibility.

In view of the foregoing, minor inconsistencies
that do not go to the heart of the applicant's claim ~ ,
can be used by the immigration judge when mak- ,_
ing an adverse credibility determination. Thus,
after the applicant's attorney is able to obtain any
prior written statements of the applicant, if there
are any minor inconsistencies between these statements and the applicant's expected testimony, an
explanation, if available, must be provided by the
applicant during his or her direct examination or
by the applicant's attorney at some point during
the individual hearing. Some possible explanations may include internal inconsistencies within
the statement, the lack of a translator when the
statement was obtained, and the inherent problems with certain kinds of statements. For example, in a study completed by the United States
Commission on International Religious Freedom
entitled "Expedited Removal Study Report Card"
and dated May 2008, the Commission examined
many facets of the asylum process, and with respect to the Record of Sworn Statements - Witness
(Form I-263W) obtained by Border Patrol agents,
the study concluded that these statements were
unreliable. Specifically, the Commission found:

In view of a 2005 amendment to the INA
contained in the REAL ID Act, this standard has
changed. The following provision was added to
the section of the INA dealing with asylum claims:
Credibility determination. Considering the
totality of the circumstances, and all relevant
factors, a trier of fact may base a credibility
determination on the demeanor,candor,or responsiveness of the applicant or witness, the
inherent plausibility of the applicant's or the
witness's account, the consistency between
the applicant's or witness's written and/or
oral statements (whenever made and whether or not under oath, and considering the circumstances under which the statements were
made), the internal consistency of each such
statement,the consistency of such statements
with other evidence of record (including reports of the Department of State on country
conditions), and any inaccuracies or falsehoods in such statements, without regard
to whether an inconsistency, inaccuracy, or
falsehood goes to the heart of the applicant's
claim, or any other relevant factor.23°

... that in 72 percent of the cases, asylum
seekers were not provided with an opportunity to review sworn statements taken by
immigration officers to make any necessary
corrections for errors in interpretation before
signing. These sworn statements are not verbatim, are not verifiable, often suggest that
information was conveyed to the asylum
seeker which was in fact never conveyed,
and sometimes contain questions that were
never asked. Although they resemble verbatimtranscripts,they are not. The Study found
that these unreliable documents are often
used against asylum seekers when their cases
are presented before an immigration judge.Z34

When interpreting this provision in Wang v.
Holder, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals adopted
the standard of review of the Second Circuit, stating as follows:
An IJ may rely on any inconsistency or omission in making an adverse credibility determination aslong asthe "totality of the circumstances" establishes that an asylum applicant
is not credible .... We defer therefore to an
IJ's credibility determination unless,from the
totality of the circumstances, it is plain that
no reasonable fact-finder could make such an
adverse credibility determination.23'

f~ :?,
~;

An adverse credibility determination by the immigrationjudge usually will result in a denial of the
applicant's asylum claim. If this occurs, James Feroli, in his article in Immigration Briefings, provides
a number of strategies to consider on appeal with
respect to an adverse credibility determination,including the following: (1) the immigration judge
failed to consider the totality of the circumstances
as required by the REAL ID Act,(2) the immigrationjudge failed to provide specific, cogent reasons
for basing the adverse credibility determination on
_
minor inconsistencies not going to the heart of the ~t'. '~~~
claim, and (3) omissions in the applicant's testimonyshould not have the same impact on a credibility
determination as inconsistencies.'~5

Also in the Wang case, the Fifth Circuit cited with
approval the following statement made by the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals: "So what gives
the liar away? ... In a nutshell: details matter, and
the story's periphery may expose a liar."z32 In its
most recent case on this issue, the Fifth Circuit
stated that "it is irrelevant whether the credibility determination went to the heart of [the applicant's] claims."233
20
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In view of the foregoing, when preparing the
applicant for his or her direct examination in a
mixed-motive case, attention must be given to
having the applicant identify all of the direct or
circumstantial evidence242 showing that his or her
past persecution was and/or future persecution
will be on account of one or more of the five protected grounds.243

Mixed Motives vs. One Central Reason. Prior
Ito 2005,the law regarding mixed motive for perse- 'cution had been well established at the BIA236 and
in the federal appellate courts:23'the applicant was
required to prove that the persecution was motivated, at least in part, by one or more of the five
protected grounds.
In the 2005 REAL ID Act, Congress tightened
the mixed-motive standard. Now, an applicant in
a mixed-motive case must prove that one of the
protected grounds was "at least one central reason" for the persecution of the applicant. This provision of the INA now states as follows:

Issues to Consider When Preparing the Applicant for Cxoss Examination. Because of the
time spent on the case by the applicant's attorney,
he or she probably will know its weaknesses better than the DHS Attorney who, because of other demands, is unlikely to have given the same
amount of time to preparation for the individual
hearing. As noted above,it is best to address those
weaknesses in direct examination. However, the
applicant's attorney should not assume that the
applicant is adequately prepared for cross-examination if he or she fully answers questions regarding the case's weaknesses during a mock direct
examination. Virtually all questions from the DHS
Attorney will be leading. It therefore is advisable
to conduct a mock cross-examination of the applicant during the preparation sessions. One strategy
is to have an attorney other than the applicant's
lawyer conduct the mock cross-examination so
that the applicant can get used to the different
style, cadence, and approach of another attorney.
It is particularly helpful if the attorney conducting the mock cross-examination can incorporate
the style and approach of the DHS Attorney who
likely will be present for the individual hearing.

In general. The burden of proof is on the applicant to establish that the applicant is a
refugee, within the meaning of ~ 101(a)(42)
(A). To establish that the applicant is a refugee within the meaning of such section, the
applicant must establish that race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion was or will
be at least one central reason for persecuting
the applicant.23$
In a fairly recent case interpreting this provi;~: j sion, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals adopted
-`' the interpretation of the BIA and other federal appellate circuit courts, stating as follows:
The BIA's interpretation is that although a
statutorily protected ground need not be the
only reason for harm, it cannot be "incidental, tangential, superficial, or subordinate to
another reason for harm." [Matter of J-B-NF~ S-M-, 24 I&N Dec. 208, 214 (BIA 2007)].
Although we have not had occasion to consider this interpretation, anumber of other
circuits have accepted it. See, e.g., QuinterosMendoza v. Holder, 556 F.3d 159, 164 (4th Cir.
2009); Singh v. Mukasey,543 F.3d 1,5(1st Cir.
2008); Parussinova v. Mukasey, 533 F.3d 1128,
1134 (9th Cir. 2008), amended and superseded
on denial of reh'g by 555 F.3d 734 (9th Cir.
2009). We join our sister circuits in accepting
this interpretation.239

Issues to Consider When Preparing the Applicant for Questioning by the Immigration
Judge. Virtually every immigration judge will ask
at least some questions. An immigration judge
may ask questions of the applicant or any other
witness at any time during a hearing.z`~ Immigxation judges may interrupt the direct examination
of the applicant or of one the applicant's witnesses
to ask specific questions on subjects which, in the
judge's opinion, need clarification or elaboration.
Immigration judges usually are less likely to ask
questions during cross-examination by the DHS
Attorney. Some immigration judges wait until the
conclusion of direct and cross-examination before
asking any detailed questions. If the questioning style or approach of the immigration judge is
known, it should be discussed with the applicant
during the preparation sessions so that he or she
will not be surprised by it at the individual hearing. Also, perhaps because of different cultural
norms, some applicants have a tendency to try to

More recently, when considering this provision,
the BIA stated that "the 'protected ground' cannot play a minor role in the alien's past mistreatment or fear of future mistreatment."240 In
~~.. ~ the same case, the SIA further noted, "Instead,
~- ~ an alien must demonstrate that the persecutor
would not have harmed the applicant if the protected trait did not exist."Z~1
OO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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agree with the immigration judge whenever possible. The applicant should be told that the immigration judge may be testing the applicant or
may misunderstand the facts, so the applicant
should be strongly advised not to agree with the
immigration judge if his or her answer to the imrnigration judge's question would be incorrect.
Additionally, some applicants assume that the immigration judge will be familiar with the facts of
their case and the conditions in their home country. During the preparation sessions, the applicant
should be informed that immigration judges have
a very heavy caseload with respondents from
many countries around the world; the applicant
therefore should not assume that the immigration
judge knows the factual details of either the applicant's case or the home country conditions even
though the information has been provided in the
applicant's asylum application, affidavit/declaration, and exhibits.

to remind the applicant that he or she likely will
be judged by Western assumptions regarding de-/' ~,
meanor and Western concepts pertaining to cour-1,,,
tesy. Thus, the applicant should be told to stand
when the immigration judge enters and leaves
the courtroom.251 If the testimony is provided in
English, the applicant always should look the immigration judge,the DHS Attorney, and his or her
own attorney in the eye when responding to a
question. Although looking into the eyes of a person in authority may be inappropriate or a sign
of discourtesy in their culture, the failure to do so
can be taken as a sign of untruthfulness in ours. If
the testimony is provided in a foreign language, it
usually will be acceptable for the applicant to look
at the interpreter when responding to a question
since the question will come from the interpreter.
The applicant also should address the immigration judge as "Your Honor" or "Judge."~52
The applicant should be reminded to wear
appropriate clothing to the individual hearing,253
Asylum is a matter of discretion, .and improper
clothing may have a negative impact on certain
immigration judges.

Issues to Consider When Preparing Applicants Who Are Unaccompanied Minors, Who
Are Mentally Incompetent, or Who Have Limited Education and Experience. Regulations,245
case law,246 and operating procedures of Office of
the Chief Immigration Judge247 can provide some
protection for unaccompanied minors during the
asylum process.248 The same is true for applicants
who are mentally incompetent.249

The Need to Be on Time for All Hearings.
During the first master calendar hearing, the ap- ;~ . ,
plicant usually will be warned by the immigration '`;:
judge that, absent exceptional circumstances beyond the applicant's control, a failure to appear
at the date and time of any subsequent hearings
will result in a finding that the applicant has abandoned all forms of relief, including asylum, withholding of removal, or relief under the ConventionAgainst Torture, and that the issuance of an in
absentia order of removal will be entered and will
render the applicant ineligible for certain forms of
discretionary relief for a period of 10 years thereafter.254 Also, the Department of Justice's notice
to appear form (Form I-862) specifically provides
that, "[i]f you fail to attend the hearing at the time
and place designated on this notice, or any date
and time later directed by the immigration court,
a removal order maybe made by the immigration
judge in your absence, and you may be arrested
and detained by the INS." The Immigration Court
Practice Manual further admonishes the applicant
that any delay in appearing at a master calendar
or individual hearing "may result in the hearing
being held in absentia."25s

There are no regulations, case law,or operating
procedures that protect mentally competent adult
applicants from diverse cultures who have little, if
any, education and who have very limited experiencewith any Western culture. However,although
an immigration judge is not required to follow the
Federal Rules of Evidence250 Rule 611(c) provides
that "[1]eading questions should not be used on
the direct examination of a witness except as may
be necessary to develop the witness's testimony."
If it becomes apparent during meetings and preparation sessions that the applicant will not be able
to testify adequately without at least some leading questions regarding the critical aspects of the
case, the applicant's attorney probably will want
to address this issue with the immigration judge
before the beginning of direct examination. Then,
during the course of the direct examination, if the
applicant's attorney is unable to elicit the festimony that is needed to establish the applicant's case,
a request to the court to allow the use of leading
questions should be made in view of the exception
to Fed. R. Evid. 611(c).

Applicants often come from cultures where _
promptness and being "on time" are not valued ~ !~
or required as in the United States. During the
preparation sessions, the applicant should be reminded of the need to be early for the individual

Demeanor and Clothing. During the meetings
with the client, the applicant's attorney will want
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hearing and of the potential consequences for
`failing to appear on time.

While the Federal Rules of Evidence are not
binding in removal proceedings, Rule 702 has
been cited as helpful guidance by the BIAz59 and
federal appellate courts260 Further, in Daubert v.
Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals,Inc., the United States
Supreme Court established requirements for use
in federal courts to ensure that expert testimony
meets certain standards of reliability.261 Thus,
when selecting experts in an asylum case, it is advisable to make sure that they meet the requirements of Rule 702 and Daubert.262 Similarly, if the
government offers any expert testimony, such as a
Forensic Document Laboratory report, these standards also should be used as guidance to determine its admissibility.z~

~•
Fact Witnesses
If the applicant's attorney decides that it is
necessary to call any fact witnesses other than the
applicant, they must be identified in a witness list
filed with the court at least 15 days prior to the
individual hearing in a nondetained case.256 For
each fact witness, the witness list must identify
the name of the witness, give the alien registration number of the witness if applicable, provide
a written summary of the expected testimony of
each witness, state the language in which the witness will testify, and give the estimated length of
time for the testimony.257 Of course, any fact witnesses must be prepared for the individual hearing in a manner similar to the applicant..

As with fact witnesses, if any expert witness
will be called to testify at the individual hearing,
the expert witness must be identified in a witness list filed with the immigration court at least
15 days prior to the individual hearing in a nondetained case.z64 For each expert, the witness list
must provide the same information as required
of fact witnesses and also attach a CV or resume
of the expert witness.z65 As with the applicant and
other fact witnesses, expert witnesses also need to
be prepared for their testimony at the individual
hearing,although the time required for their preparation sessions usually is far less than needed for
the applicant and the other fact witnesses.

Fact witnesses also usually should have some
kind of legal status in the United States, i.e., asylum applicant, conditional or permanent resident,
or citizen. Otherwise,their lack of legal status may
come to the attention of the DHS Attorney present for the individual hearing. If the testimony of
a witness without legal status is needed to pres-- ~ ent the applicant's asylum case, one approach is
t.,,;~ for the applicant's attorney to discuss the matter
with the applicant and suggest that another attorney, who does not represent the applicant, meet
with the witness, inform the witness of the possible consequences of testifying at the individual
hearing, and determine whether the witness will
accept that risk. If the witness refuses to accept the
risk and his or her testimony is essential for the
applicant's case, then other options can be considered, including the use of an affidavit or declaration (although it may be excluded from evidence
or if admitted, given less weight by the immigration judge) or the issuance of a subpoena.258

For information regarding the types of expert
witnesses that may be needed by an applicant in
an asylum proceeding,see nn. 132-134 and accompanying text. Evidentiary considerations regarding the use of expert reports are discussed in nn.
343-351 and accompanying text. Use of a motion
for an expert witness to testify by telephone is addressed in nn. 154-160 and accompanying text.266
Know the Immigration Judge

Expert Witnesses

It is important for the applicant's attorney to be
familiar with the immigration judge who has been
assigned to the applicant's case. A list of all immigration judges in the United States for each jurisdiction is maintained by the EOIR on its website.zb~

Fed. R. Evid. 702 provides as follows:
If scientific, technical or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact
in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training, or
education, may testify thereto in the form of
an opinion or otherwise, if (1) the testimony
is based upon sufficient facts or data,(2) the
testimony is the product of reliable principles
and methods,and (3)the witness has applied
the principles and methods reliably to the
facts of the case.
OO 2012 Thomson Reuters

Some of the issues that vary from immigration
judge to immigration judge include the following:
(1)the judge's familiarity with the case and record,
(2) the judge's familiarity with the conditions in
the applicant's home country,(3) the judge's style
and frequency in questioning the applicant,(4)the
judge's receptivity to hearing expert testimony by
telephone or any expert testimony at all, (5) the
judge's receptivity to motions for continuance and
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ther is a good idea for the applicant's attorney to
discuss his or her approach with another lawyer( ~~
who is knowledgeable in the area as two heads are\._;`' ~
almost always better than one. Like many asylum
lawyers,the author is available at any time to talk
about an asylum case and try to answer any questions regarding strategy, handling, or any other issue. The author's office telephone number.is (713)
224-8380, and his email address is robert.etnyre@
roystonlaw.com.

the likely length of the postponement if the motion for continuance is granted,(6) the judge's receptivity to closing arguments, and (7) the judge's
use of deadlines other than those contained in the
Immigration Court Practice Manual. Some of this
information can be obtained by attending an open
hearing before the particular judge assigned to the
applicant's case prior to the applicant's individual hearing. Even more useful information can be
obtained and should be sought from experienced
practitioners in that jurisdiction.

INDIVIDUAL HEARING

Current statistics for the grant/denial rates of
each immigration judge who has decided 100 or
more asylum cases are available on the Internet in
a report prepared by Transactional Records Access
Clearinghouse.zb8

Closed Hearing
Any individual hearing involving an application for asylum, withholding of removal, and/or
relief under the Convention Against Torture is automatically closed to the public; only the parties,
their attorneys, employees of the EOIR, and any
other persons allowed by the immigration judge
maybe in attendance.269 Other persons can attend
the individual hearing only if they have the consent of the applicant and the immigration judge.270

Know the DHS Attorney
An applicant's attorney also should be familiar with the style and demeanor of the DHS Attorney who likely will be assigned to the applicant's
individual hearing. In many locations, the DHS
Attorney who likely will be assigned to the applicant's case may not be known until about a week
or so before the hearing. This information then
can usually be obtained by calling the local Chief
Counsel's Office. Information regarding each of
the DHS Attorneys also is best provided by experienced practitioners in that jurisdiction.

Inapplicability of the Administrative
Procedure Act
The individual hearing is not governed by the ~:. ~'
requirements of the Administrative Procedure
Act.27
Original Supporting Documents

Review of the Court's File

Original supporting documents, such as passports, identity cards, membership cards, photos,
summons, arrest warrants, birth certificates, marriage certificates, letters from relatives, or like records must be brought to the individual hearing
and made available to the DHS Attorney or the
immigration judge, if requested.2'2

Prior to the individual hearing, it is almost always agood idea to review the court's file to make
sure that the applicant's attorney has seen all documentation contained therein. The procedures for
reviewing the file of the immigration court and for
obtaining copies of documents from the file are
described in nn. 110-121 and accompanying text.

Interpreters

Other Prehearing Considerations

An interpreter for the individual hearing
will be provided by the court at government expense.273 The skill of these interpreters can vary
significantly. As a result, if the immigration judge
will allow it, an applicant may want to have his
or her own interpreter attend the individual hearing and advise during the course of the hearing
if there is any problem with the interpretation. If
the applicant is unable to bring an interpreter and
if the applicant has proficiency in English, during
the preparation of the applicant for his or her tes- f" '>i
timony,the applicant's attorney should advise the `` -'
applicant that he or she will have to monitor the
interpreter; if the interpreter makes a mistake, the

A month or so prior to the individual hearing, it is a good idea to double-check the date of
the hearing by contacting the immigration clerk.
Also, the EOIR maintains atoll-free number that
recites any hearing dates, appeal information,
and the status of the asylum clock. This number
is 1-800-898-7180. It additionally is a good idea
to confirm with the immigration clerk that an interpreter in the applicant's language has been arranged by the court.
Good lawyering is almost always a collaborative process. Thus, at least with respect to any
weaknesses or other problems with the case,it fur-

OO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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applicant must bring that mistake to the attention
'~f the immigration judge.

An incompetent translation may result in vio-

lations of the applicant's fundamental due process
right to a full and fair hearing.27 To establish a due
process violation, the applicant must show that
the interpreter did not perform competently and
that the hearing was prejudiced by that failure.278
In determining whether the applicant's hearing
was prejudiced by an incompetent translation,
courts have stated that the applicant must show
how a better translation would have made any
difference in the outcome of the hearing.279 In the
recent case of Matter of D-R-, the BIA found that
the prejudice requirement had not been met by
the applicant because "[t]he respondent has not
identified where the Immigration Judge relied on
incompetent or incorrectly translated testimony in
reaching her decision, and ... has not shown that
the outcome would have been any different .,.."~so

In determining whether a translation was
performed incompetently, the Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit stated in the Perez-Lastor
case as follows:
In evaluating incompetent translation claims,
this court has identified three types of evidence which tend to prove that a translation was incompetent. First, direct evidence
of incorrectly translated words is persuasive
evidence of an incompetent translation. See,
Kotasz v. INS, 31 F.3d 847, 850 n.2 (9th Cir.
1994)(suggesting that petitioners might have
prevailed if they had "specified which, if
any, word would have been translated differently, given a more competent interpreter");
Hartooni, 21 F.3d at 340 (stating that it is "inappropriate for [the alien's] interpreter to[ ]
substitute[]the interpreter's words for those
said by[the alien]"); Acewicz,984 F.2d at 1063.
Second,unresponsive answers by the witness
provide circumstantial evidence of translation problems. See Id.; Kovac v. INS, 407 F.2d
102, 108 n.12 (9th Cir. 1969); see also, Augustin, 735 F.2d at 35. A third indicator of an incompetent translation is the witness' expression of difficulty understanding what is said
to him. See, Acewicz, 984 F.2d at 1063; Cheo v.
INS,162 F.3d 1227, 1229 (9th Cir. 1998).2'4

Preliminary Matters
Before the applicant is called to testify, the following matters generally are considered by an immigration judge. First, if any further changes are
required in the asylum application, they should
be identified to the DHS Attorney before the start
of the individual hearing and to the immigration
judge at the beginning of the hearing. Although
most immigration judges will accept limited
changes to a previously filed asylum application
at the beginning of the individual hearing, they
are not required to do so unless the changes were
identified at least 15 days prior to the hearing.2a1
Second, exhibits are admitted into evidence. Objections to any exhibits by either party may be
made at any time, including at the individual
hearing.282 Third, the court generally will rule on
any outstanding motions. Fourth, when an opening statement is desired by the applicant, a request
should be made to the court. However, opening
statements are not permitted by many immigration judges. Finally, the applicant's attorney may
wish to ask the immigration judge to identify
those parts o£ the applicant's case with which he
or she has the most concern so that these particular
issues can be highlighted during the applicant's
presentation.283

If a significant problem is noted,the applicant's
attorney should consider requesting a voir dire to
determine the interpreter's skills and certification.
A detailed proposed voir dire has been prepared
by Larry Katzman and can be found in a manual
prepared by the Immigrant Legal Resource Center entitled "Winning Asylum Cases."275 Some of
the questions include whether the interpreter has
been certified, whether the interpreter fully understands the applicant, whether the interpreter
is providing a word for word interpretation, and
whether the interpreter is familiar with the dialect or idiomatic peculiarities of the applicant.z'6
The applicant's attorney may want to consult this
section of Winning Asylum Cases prior to the individual hearing in the event that any problems
occur with the court's interpreter.

Oxder of Testimony
Since the applicant bears the burden of proof
on most issues in an asylum case, the applicant
will proceed first with his or her witnesses. Generally,the applicant will be the first witness.After the
completion of the direct examination,the DHS Attorney will conduct his or her cross-examination.
The immigration judge typically will not wait for

If the interpreter stops the applicant in mid-ansaver to translate, the applicant's attorney should
`- make sure that the applicant has been able to fully complete his or her answer before proceeding
__

with the next question.
O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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Chief Immigration Judge issued an OPPM on October 10,2003.291 This Memorandum states (1)that ~ `~
off-record discussions should be limited,(2) that
the immigration judge should make clear on the
record that the parties are aware the recorder is being turned off,(3) that when the off-record discussion is completed, the immigration judge should
summarize the off-record discussion upon returning to the record, and (4) that parties should be
given an opportunity to comment on or add to the
Judge's summary.292

direct and cross-examination to be completed before asking questions but, rather, will ask them at
any time the judge believes clarification or elaboration is needed.284 Redirect examination is usually
limited to those matters addressed during crossexamination by the DHS Attorney or by questioning of the immigration judge since the purposes
of redirect are to rebut false impressions that arise
during cross-examinationZ85 and to clarify other
issues that arise out of cross-examination.286 If an
applicant has been hurt by cross-examination or
by the immigration judge's questioning, the applicant's attorney generally should ask additional
questions on redirect that may explain or soften
the harm.

Hearings Conducted by Video or
Telephone Conference
The Code of Federal Regulations provides
that an immigration judge can conduct hearings
through video conference to the same extent as
a hearing in person.z93 In a practice advisory, the
Legal Action Center of the American Immigration
Council has identified a number of potential problems that can arise during a video hearing,including the following: (1) the applicant often cannot
testify effectively by video, particularly where demeanor is an important issue, (2) the applicant's
attorney is unable to examine physical evidence
presented by the government, (3) the applicant `~ `~
and his or her attorney cannot communicate di- `~
rectly and privately, and (4) many technical difficulties have occurred with the equipment used
by the immigration courts.294 In view of the foregoing, if a hearing is going to be conducted by
video, the applicant's attorney should consult this
practice advisory and also may want to object to
any individual hearing being conducted by video
conference.z95

After the testimony of the applicant is completed,the applicant then will proceed with any other
fact or expert witnesses. Following the conclusion
of the testimony of the applicant and any of his or
her fact or expert witnesses,the DHS Attorney can
present the government's witnesses, although in
asylum cases, the government rarely does so.
Record of the Proceedings
The record of the proceedings generally includes all original and amended applications for
relief, all motions and rulings by the immigration
judge, all exhibits admitted into evidence, the recording of all testimony, and most of the colloquy between the attorneys and the immigration
judge.287 In the past, magnetic tapes were used for
the recording of testimony and the colloquy between the attorneys and the immigration judge,
but many immigration courts have begun using
a digital system.286 No other recording devices,
whether photographic, video, or electronic, will
be allowed to record all or any part of the individual hearing.289 The recording later will be transcribed in the event any appeal is taken from the
immigration judge's decision. As a result, the applicant's attorney must make sure that all objections are made on the record,290 that rulings on all
objections are obtained and recorded,and that any
matter the applicant may need for appeal is placed
on the record. If the interpreter does not do so, it
is also helpful to spell any foreign names, places,
and organizations because they likely will be garbled when the recording is later transcribed or a
blank will be placed in the transcript where the
unfamiliar word was stated.

Without the consent of the applicant, an individual hearing cannot be conducted by telephone
conference (but can be conducted by video conference) except that credible fear determinations
may be reviewed by an immigration judge by
telephone conference without the applicant's consent.296Because of the importance of observing the
demeanor of the applicant and the witnesses, the
awkwardness of conducting an individual hearing by telephone, and other issues, an individual
hearing by telephone should almost always be objected to by the applicant's attorney.
Video and telephone hearings proceed under the same rules as hearings held in person.29'` ';,
Documents are filed with the immigration court`-'
having administrative control over the record of
proceedings.29$

Going O#£-Record During Proceedings
To clarify when an immigration judge is permitted to go "off the record;' the Office of the

O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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Burden of Proof
~; '~ The applicant has the burden of proving that
he or she is entitled to asylum,z99 withholding of removal,3oo and relief under the Convention Against
Torture.3o1 However,in meeting this burden in an
asylum claim, the U.S. Supreme Court held in the
Cardoza-Fonseca case that an applicant need only
establish that "persecution is a reasonable possibility,"302 which is "less than a 50% chance."3o3 The
Court also stated in the Cardoza-Fonseca case that
a 10%o chance of being persecuted could meet the
burden of proof in an asylum case.3o4 In contrast,
claims of withholding of removal and relief under
the Convention Against Torture must be proven
by a "more likely than not" standard.3os

DHS Attorney is sustained by the immigration
judge. One possible remedy for this problem is to
address the issue of objections to documentary evidence at the first master calendar hearing to see if
the immigration judge would consider the typical
federal court practice of requiring that all objections to written exhibits and the qualifications of
any expert be made in writing prior to the date of
the individual hearing. Another possible remedy
for this problem is to request a continuance so that
the unanticipated objection of the DHS Attorney
can be addressed at a later time or to request that
the immigration judge defer his or her ruling and
hold the record open until the objection can be
fully briefed.
Effect of Failure to Object to Evidence. A party's failure to object to the admission of evidence
before an immigration judge constitutes waiver,
and any issue that could have been raised on appeal by the admission of the evidence is not preserved for review.31z

Evidentiary Considerations
Inapplicability of the Federal Rules of Evidence. The Federal Rules of Evidence are not applicable in immigration court proceedings,including the individual hearing for an asylum case.3o6
However, the Federal Rules of Evidence may
be referred to for guidance in resolving any disputed evidentiary issues.307 The fact that specific
evidence would be admissible under the Federal
`Rules of Evidence lends strong support to the con``:ti~clusion that the admission of the evidence comports with due process.3os

Use of Hearsay. In view of the broad standard for the admissibility of evidence, if hearsay
is probative and its use is fundamentally fair, it
will be admitted into evidence by the immigration
judge.313 However, the hearsay nature of the evidence may affect the weight given to it by the immigration judge.314 Further, if a hearsay statement
is contradicted by the declarant, the admission of
the statement into evidence may not be fundamentally fair under certain circumstances.3's

Standard for Admissible Evidence. The sole
test for determining whether evidence is admissible in a removal proceeding, including an individual asylum hearing, is whether the evidence is
probative and whether its admission is fundamentally fair.3o9

Use of Foreign Law The party seeking to rely
on foreign law is required to prove it.316 It is advisable to follow the requirements of Fed. R. Civ.
P. 44.1 regarding the proof of the law of the applicant's home country or any country where the
applicant resided or through which the applicant
traveled.

Time for Objection to Evidence. Unlike the
typical practice in federal court310 unless otherwise specified by the immigration judge fora particular case, objections to any evidence by either
party, including documentary evidence submitted
prior to the individual hearing, may be made at
any time, including at the individual hearing.31'
Typically, in an asylum case, most (or even all) of
the documentary evidence is offered by the applicant, who has the burden of proof regarding most
issues. When objections are made by the DHS Attorney at the individual hearing, the applicant's
lawyer generally has no opportunity to correct
any claimed defect in the.documentary evidence
__. or to brief any response to the objection. Given the
)stakes involved in an asylum case, this rule can
work a manifest injustice if critical documentation
is excluded from the immigration judge's consideration when an unanticipated objection by the

Authentication. The applicable regulations
appear to require that official foreign documents
are to be authenticated, and they then provide
the procedure for authentication.31 If the foreign
country is a signatory to The Hague Convention
Abolishing the Requirement of Legalization for
Foreign Public Documents, the procedures of the
Convention are to be followed.318 A current list of
countries that are signatories to the Convention
can be found on several websites,319 If the foreign
country is not a signatory to the Convention, then
the procedures outlined in the regulation apply.3zo
Regarding the authentication issue, the BIA recently stated as follows:

O 2012 Thomson Reuters
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The regulation governing the authentication
of official records and public documents in
immigration proceedings at 8 C.F.R. ~ 1287.6
(2010) does not provide the exclusive means
for authenticating documents in immigration
proceedings. [Citations omitted.] While asylum applicants cannot always reasonably be
expected to have authenticated documents
from an alleged persecutor, [citations omitted], the failure to attempt to prove the authenticity of a document through this or any
other means is significant.3z'
Even more recently, the BIA noted that immigration judges "retain broad discretion to accept a
document as authentic or not based on the particular factual showing presented."322
If an authentication objection is raised by the
DHS Attorney regarding any of the applicant's official records, some potential responses to the objection include the following:
(1)

(2)

The authentication regulations are not absolute rules of exclusion and are not the
exclusive means of authenticating records
before an immigration judge.323

A failure to comply with the authentication rules goes to the weight of the evidence and not its admissibility.32s

(4)

An irrunigration judge cannot reject a
document solely based on noncompliance
with the authentication rules.326

(5)

Before a document can be rejected based
on a lack of authenticity, there must be additional reasons to doubt the document's
authenticity in addition to any noncompliance with the authentication rules.32'

(6)

Noncompliance with the authentication
rules is not presumptive proof of the falsity of a document.328

(8)

There is a broad standard for determining whether evidence is admissible in a
removal proceeding: the evidence merely
must be probative, and its use must be
fundamentally fair.331 Strict adherence to
the authentication rules would violate this
standard.

,/` > ~~
`~: _

(10) Strict compliance with the authentication
rules may be almost impossible.33z This
is particularly true when the asylum applicant's home country is not a signatory
to the Hague Convention Abolishing the
Requirement of Legalization for Foreign
Public Documents.
(11) A good cause exception to the requirement of authentication exists for asylum
claims as strict adherence to the authentication rules would require an asylum applicant to obtain the cooperation of his or
her persecutor or could put the applicant's
remaining family members in danger.333
The authentication rules should not apply
to original documents,334 Also, nonofficial documents should not require authentication since the
authentication regulation is limited to official re- ~~ >..,
cords.335
`~ , '
~

An immigration judge has the discretion
to determine the issue of the authenticity
of a document by reference to the totality
of the evidence.3z4

(3)

(7)

(9)

If it is determined during the authentication
process that one or more of the documents is
fraudulent, before this information is used by an
immigration judge in making an adverse credibility determination, the immigration judge should
make some determination that the applicant had
actual knowledge that the document was fraudulent. For example, as noted by Jason Dzubow in
an article published in Immigration Law Today,
when a person from the applicant's home country
provided the document, the applicant may have
no idea that the document was fraudulent, and
therefore, the existence of a fraudulent document
should not be used to determine the applicant's
credibility.336
If the applicant has an issue with respect to
authentication, the applicant's attorney may wish
to consult an excellent Immigration Briefing by Virgil Wiebe that provides a detailed analysis of this
issue337 as well as a comprehensive article by Suzanne DeBarry in the Immigration Law Advisor.33s

When an objection is made based on the
authentication rules, an immigration
judge should give the applicant an opportunity to attempt to authenticate the documents in some fashion.3z9

Offers of Proof. Fed. R. Evid. 103 states that ~.` 1!~
"[a] party may claim error in a ruling ... to ex- ` __
elude evidence only if the error affects a substantial right of the party and .,. a party informs the

Authentication can be provided by the testimony of a witness with knowledge, including the applicant.33o
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court of its substance by an offer of proof, unless
the substance is apparent from the context." No
'particular form of an offer of proof is provided by
Rule 103, but it generally should inform the court
of the contents of the excluded document or testimony, demonstrate its significance, and state the
grounds for admissibility.339 Thus, for example, if
an immigration judge does not allow a witness to
testify or does not allow an excluded document to
be marked for identification purposes, an offer of
proof should be made by the applicant's attorney
to preserve the issue for any necessary appeal.

serting that the expert was not available for crossexamination. This objection can be a particular
problem in pro bono asylum cases where pro bono
expert witnesses often reside in some other state
or country and cannot make the time available to
testify by telephone. Responses to an objection to
the admissibility of expert reports include the following.First, as observed in n 309 and accompanying text, there is a broad standard for determining
whether evidence is admissible in a removal proceeding; the evidence merely must be probative,
and its use must be fundamentally fair.347 Second,
the BIA has recognized the admissibility of expert
reports.In Matter ofExame,348 the Board specifically
stated that, among other documents,the following
were improperly excluded at a removal hearing:
"transcripts of court testimony of expert witnesses
and Haitian individuals, and the testimony or affidavits of alleged corroborative witnesses and/or
experts on conditions in Haiti." Third,several federal appellate courts have held that the summary
exclusion of expert affidavits violated an applicant's due process rights.349 Fourth, immigration
judges and the BIA routinely admit into evidence
reports from the U.S. State Department, Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, and even
newspaper articles.35o Since these documents often
are anonymously written and never verified, it is
difficult to understand why these reports would
be admissible when reports from an expert, whose
qualifications are known and who is providing
sworn testimony through an affidavit or declaration, would be excluded.3s~

The Rule. Most immigration judges invoke
"the Rule" and do not allow witnesses, other than
the applicant, to be present in the courtroom exceptwhen they testify.34o Most immigration judges
also will admonish witnesses not to discuss their
testimony or the case with other witnesses.341 If the
applicant intends to call witnesses, the witnesses
should be notified during their preparation sessions that they probably will spend a good bit of
time sitting in the hallway and not in the courtroom and that, while in the hallway, they should
not discuss their potential testimony with the applicant or any other witnesses. Of course, "the
_.. Rule" does not apply to the applicant.342
Expert Witnesses and Expert Reports. As observed in nn. 259-266 and accompanying text,Fed.
R. Evid. 702 and the federal Daubert standard do
not strictly apply to removal proceedings before
an immigration judge,although their spirit should
be applicable.343 Thus, if the government offers
any expert testimony,such as a forensic document
examiner, the credentials of the expert should
meet the requirements of Rule 702 and Daubert.
As further observed in nn. 313-315 and accompanying text, hearsay generally is admissible if it is
probative and its use is fundamentally fair. This is
particularly true with respect to experts because,
undex the Federal Rules of Evidence, an expert is
permitted to base his or her opinion on hearsay
evidence and need not have personal knowledge
of the facts underlying the opinion.3~ An expert's
opinion also may include reasonable inferences
that the expert draws from available facts and
data.34s An immigration judge who finds an expert witness qualified to testify may give different weight to the testimony depending upon the
expert's qualifications or the relevance, reliability,
and overall probative value of the testimony when
~~ compared to the specific facts at issue in the case.346

~~~~~`~~~_

Objection to Certain Government Forms.
DHS Trial Attorneys often will attempt to crossexamine the applicant from one or more government forms, including Form I-213 (Record of Deportable Alien), Form I-263W (Record of Sworn
Statements — Witness), and Form I-870 (Record of
Determination/Credible Fear Worksheet). These
forms may include alleged statements by the applicant that may be inconsistent with the applicant's expected testimony. In view of the provision regarding credibility contained in the REAL
ID Act where minor inconsistencies can now affect
the credibility determination by an immigration
judge,352 it is important to obtain these statements
as soon as possible so that they can be considered
by the applicant before the individual hearing.3s3
If the DHS Attorney attempts to cross-examine the applicant from one of these statements,
possible objections include the following. First,
if the applicant has provided an affidavit/declaration or an asylum application describing the

,~ ~
Regarding expert reports, i~ the past, some
DHS Attorneys have objected to the admissibility
of sworn affidavits or declarations of experts, asO 2012 Thomson Reuters
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signing."3s9 This definition essentially tracks the
requirements of 28 U.S.C.A. ~ 1746, which states:

testimony that is now being challenged, then the
testimony was anticipated and is not truly rebuttal, and thus the statement should have been produced by the government 15 days prior to the individual hearing in a nondetained case.3s4 Second,
the government should make the Border Patrol
agent, asylum officer, or other person obtaining
the statement available for cross-examination in
person or by telephone; otherwise, the applicant's
due process rights will be violated, and the use of
the statement for cross-examination will be fundamentally unfair.3ss Third, if the Border Patrol
agent, asylum officer, or other person obtaining
the statement was not disclosed in a witness list
filed at least 15 days before the individual hearing
in a nondetained case, his or her testimony should
be excluded.3s6 Fourth, there may be some fundamental problem with the information described
in the statement. For example, the Border Patrol
agent may have conducted the interview in a language that the applicant did not understand, or
the information contained in the statement may
be internally inconsistent. Fifth, the conclusions of
the asylum officer may not be relevant since they
may not be based on the same or substantially the
same evidence heard by the immigration judge.3s'

,;" 1

Whenever, under any law of the United
States or under any rule, regulation, order or
requirement made pursuant to law, any matter is required or permitted to be supported,
evidenced, established, or proved by the
sworn declaration, verification, certificate,
statement, oath, or affidavit, in writing of the
person making the same (other than a deposition, or an oath of office, or an oath required
to be taken before a specified official other
than a notary public), such matter may, with
like force and effect,be supported,evidenced,
established, or proved by the unsworn declaration, certificate, verification, or statement,
in writing of such person which is subscribed
by him, as true under penalty of perjury, and
dated,in substantially the following form:(1)
If executed without the United States: "I declare (or certify, verify, or state) under penalty
of perjury under the laws of the United States
of America that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on [date]. [Signature]." (2) If
executed within the United States, its territories, possessions, or commonwealths: "I declare (or certify, verify, or state) under penalty
of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on [date]. [Signature]."360

For further information regarding the I-263W
form (Record of Sworn Statements-Witnesses),see
nn. 225-235 and accompanying text. For further
information regarding forms from the Asylum Office, see nn. 369-370 and accompanying text.

In an asylum case from the BIA,the Board recognized the applicability of 28 U.S.C.A. ~ 1746,
stating: "We find that an unsworn statement personally executed by an alien that is in conformity
with the requirement of 28 U.S.C.§ 1746 is in compliance with the affidavit requirement of 8 C.F.R.
~ 3.3" (which requires a respondent to file an affidavit to prosecute an appeal in #orma pauperis).36'

Use of Affidavits, Sworn Declarations, and
Unsworn Statements or Letters. There are three
types of documentary evidence from witnesses
that often are offered into evidence by the applicant at the individual hearing: affidavits, sworn
declarations, and unsworn statements or letters.

Admissible documentary evidence in removal
proceedings, including individual asylum hearings, also includes unsworn statements or letters,
although an immigration judge may give greater
weight to sworn affidavits or declarations since
they are under oath.362 Unsworn letters from family members typically have been admitted into evidence in asylum cases,363 The BIA has even noted
that unsworn letters by family members should be
produced if they can be made available. In Matter of
M-D-, the BIA stated: "We do not find it unreasonable to expect some type of corroboration from the
sister in the form of a letter or affidavit ....Such evidence should be produced where it is available."364,. 1;'~
Similarly, in Yang v. Holder, it is stated by the Fifth `~Circuit Court of Appeals that "[t]he BIA based its
determination that Yang did not provide reason-

Affidavits are defined by the Immigration Court
Practice Manual as follows:"A document in which
a person states facts,swearing that the facts are true
and accurate. The person should sign the affidavit
under oath and the signature should be witnessed
by an official, such as a notary public."ass
Sworn declarations also are defined by the Immigration Court Practice Manual as:"A statement
by a person, in which the person states that the
information is true, to support his or her request
or application. For example, a declaration may
list the facts and then state: 'I declare under the
penalty of perjury under the laws of the United
States of America that the foregoing is true and
correct.' This statement should be followed by the
date, signature, and printed name of the person
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ably available corroborating evidence on Yang's
,failure to provide a letter from his parents detailing
`their detention and the search of their house, and
a letter from Yang's uncle detailing how Yang's father was released."36s

ments, only the ANSIR-generated INS Referral Sheet should be filed with the Court. Under no circumstances should any document
containing reference to INS credibility findings be filed with the Court.If this does occur,
the Court Administrator should promptly
notify the INS to discontinue any such filings
and return those documents to INS prior to
filing the application in the ROP.369

In view of the foregoing, the better practice
may be to obtain affidavits from witnesses in the
United States and, if signing before a notary becomes aproblem, then a sworn declaration. With
foreign witnesses,the better practice maybe to obtain asworn declaration and,if this is not possible,
then an unsworn statement or letter. A good discussion of this issue is contained in an Immigration
Briefing by James Feroli.366

The EOIR has stated that this policy does not
prevent an immigration judge from admitting asylum officer notes or the referral notice at a later
stage of the proceeding:
OPPM 00-01 addresses the documents the
Asylum Office should not include when the
asylum application is initially referred to the
immigration court. Once proceedings are underway, the immigration judge determines
on a case-by-case basis what additional evidence to admit into the record. This OPPM
does not preclude the immigration judge
from admitting evidence into the record
once the proceeding is underway. If a party
believes that an immigration judge has improperly admitted evidence into the record,
this argument may be appropriately raised
on appeal to the Board.3'o

If the affidavit, sworn declaration, or unsworn
statement or letter is written in English by a person who does not understand English, the evidence must include a certificate of interpretation
stating that the document has been read to the
author in a language that the author understands
and that the author understood its complete contents before signing the document.367 Further, as
stated in nn. 97-102 and accompanying text, any
foreign-language document must be accompanied
by a translation and a certificate of translation,36s
,~

Admissibility of Assessments and Notes of
an Asylum Officer. In an affirmative asylum case,
during the interview of the applicant, the asylum officer usually will take notes. If the claim
is referred to immigration court, the Asylum Office will issue a referral notice to the applicant in
which statements often are made regarding the
applicant's credibility and the reasons for the referral. Based on EOIR policy, neither the asylum
officer's notes nor the referral notice are to be forwarded to the immigration court. In the EOIR's
revised OPPM 00-01 entitled "Asylum Request
Processing," it is stated as follows:

For possible objections to the admissibility of
the asylum officer's notes or the referral notice,
see nn. 352-357 and accompanying text.
Right and Scope of Cross-Examination
Generally, an applicant has a right to crossexamine any witnesses presented by the government.37 An exception exists for national-security
evidence submitted by the government.372 If the
DHS Attorney attempts to use a report from the
Forensic Document Laboratory or an asylum officer's notes, an objection should be raised that the
introduction of such hearsay would be fundamentallyunfair because the applicant is not being provided with an opportunity to cross-examine the
witness.373

Referring the Affirmative Application: If an
affirmative asylum application is not granted
by the Asylum Office and the alien is not in
a legal status, the application, along with any
supporting documents, will be referred to the
immigration court by the INS Asylum Office
at the time the charging document is filed.
The copy of the application and supporting
documents referred to the Court may not contain any annotation or other information of a
deliberative nature regarding the application
(other than administrative corrections to the
application, as affirmed by the applicant's
signature in Part H of the application). Aside
from the application and supporting docu-

Fed. R. Evid. 611(b) limits the scope of crossexamination "to the subject matter of the direct
examination and matters affecting the credibility
of the witness." However, the same rule provides
that a trial judge "may,in the exercise of discretion,
permit inquiry into additional matters as if on direct examination." As observed in nn.306-308 and
accompanying text, although the Federal Rules of
Evidence are not applicable in immigration court
proceedings,374 immigration judges generally fol-
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low the practice of Rule 611(b) and limit the scope
of cross-examination to the subjects addressed
during the direct examination of the applicant or a
witness or issues affecting their credibility.

deuce regarding the applicant's past persecution
and/or well-founded fear of future persecution(
on account of one or more of the five protected
grounds, the lack of any legal bars to the applicant's asylum claim, the applicant's entitlement
to humanitarian asylum if applicable, and the applicant's entitlement to withholding of removal
and relief under the Convention Against Torture
if applicable. Also, if not covered during the direct
examination of the applicant, it often is useful in
closing argument to direct the court's attention to
those exhibits that corroborate the critical parts of
the applicant's testimony. It is additionally useful
to bring to the attention of the court any recent
case law that may be relevant to the immigration
judge's decision.

Rebuttal Evidence
As stated in nn. 78-81 and accompanying text,
unless otherwise specified by the immigration
judge in a particular case, all parties, including
the government, are required to file all motions,
briefs, exhibits, witness lists, and other papers at
least 15 days in advance of the hearing in all cases involving nondetained applicants.375 This rule
does not apply to "exhibits or witnesses offered
solely to rebut and/or impeach."3'6
In determining the parameters of rebuttal
evidence, several federal courts have stated that
it is "evidence introduced by a plaintiff to meet
new facts brought out in [the] opponent's case in
chief."37 If the "new facts" were expected,rebuttal
evidence should not be allowed.378 The determination of what constitutes proper rebuttal evidence
is within the sound discretion of the court.3'9

Immigration Judge's Decision
Following the completion of all the evidence
and any final arguments, an immigration judge
generally will orally inform the parties of his or
her decision to grant or deny relief. If the decision
is not accepted by both parties and one party reserves appeal, the immigration judge generally
will dictate a detailed oral decision into the record
that summarizes the reasons supporting the decision.380 Since a notice of appeal must be filed with- ~~~~~ ~)~
in 30 days of the oral decision,381 the applicant's ~ _.~/
attorney should take good notes regarding the immigration judge's oral decision, at least with respect to those issues on which the appeal may be
based, as the written transcript of the hearing will
not be available for a number of months (unless
the applicant is being detained). Alternatively, the
applicant's attorney can listen to the recording of
the decision of the immigration judge.382 Occasionally, the immigration judge will not issue an oral
decision but will take the case under advisement
and later provide a written decision.3s3

If the DHS Attorney attempts to introduce any
documentary evidence that was not provided to the
immigration court at least 15 days prior to the individual hearing in the case of a nondetained applicant, then, based on the requirements of the ImmigrationCourt Practice Manual,the applicant should
object to the introduction of such evidence. DHS Attorneys usually respond to the 15-day objection by
arguing that the document is for rebuttal purposes
only based on the applicant's testimony or the testimony of another witness, and thus its use could not
be reasonably anticipated. However,if the applicant
or other witness has submitted a written affidavit
or declaration that contains the testimony being
challenged or if the asylum application contains the
testimony being challenged,then the DHS Attorney
should have been able to anticipate the testimony,
and thus, he or she is using the back door of rebuttal when the front door is closed by the 15-day rule.
Iiru~nigration judges typically will allow the government's document into evidence, but an objection
should be made nonetheless.

In the immigration judge's decision, he or she
usually will make findings regarding the applicant's credibility. In the absence of any adverse
credibility determination explicitly made by an
immigration judge, on appeal, in view of a provision added to the INA by the REAL ID Act, the
applicant has a rebuttable presumption that his or
her testimony was credible.3a4

Closing Argument
Statistics provided by the Transactional Access Records Clearinghouse (TRAC)for the years
2008-2011 contain the most recent grant/denial
rates for asylum cases for each immigration judge (~~ ~~
who has decided 100 or more asylum cases dur- `~_
ing the period covered by the report.385 Another
recent TRAC study found that, nationwide, only

Immigration judges generally will permit a focused closing argument. Before beginning, it may
be useful to ask the immigration judge if there are
any specific issues that the judge would like to
have addressed. A typical closing argument will
summarize the testimonial and documentary evi32
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12% of applicants without legal representation
',were granted asylum, but 54% of applicants who
'~ _:
'were represented were successfu1.386 Thus, the importance of representation is readily apparent.

Given the poor prospects on appeal if the applicant's case is denied by an immigration judge,.
it is even more important now than in the past for
the applicant's attorney to spend all the time that
is necessary to fully prepare the applicant and
the case for the individual hearing in immigration court.

APPEALS
Detailed requirements for an appeal to the
Board of Immigration Appeals can be found in its
Practice Manual available on the EOIR's website3s'
and in the Immigration Court Practice Manual.388

REFERENCES
For further information regarding the preparation and presentation of an asylum case in immigration court, the applicant's attorney may wish
to consult the following publications.

Do not count on any appellate court reversing
the immigration judge's decision denying asylum,
withholding of removal, or Torture Convention
relief. This admonition is particularly true under
the current "clearly erroneous" standard of review
at the BIA for an immigration judge's factual findings389 and the "substantial evidence" standard of
review for federal appellate courts for an immigration judge's factual findings.390 Further, as discussed in nn. 127-131 and accompanying text, the
INA now provides that no appellate court "shall
reverse a determination made by a trier of fact
with respect to the availability of corroborating
evidence ... unless the court finds ... that a reasonable trier of fact is compelled to conclude that such
,.~
~~ .. corroborating evidence is unavailable."391
The statistics maintained by the EOIR apparently do not reflect the number of asylum cases
that are denied by immigration judges and later
reversed on appeal to the BIA.392 However, in a
study appearing in the Stanford Law Review in
2007, it was reported that only 11% of the cases
appealed in the year 2005 were successful for
asylum applicants at the BIA.393 In another study
published by the U.S. Government Accountability Office in September 2008, it is stated that BIA
decisions favoring asylum applicants were in the
amount of 10% from March 15, 2002, to September 30,2006.394 In a further study completed by the
United States Commission on International Religious Freedom in 2008, it is stated as follows: "Of
the asylum cases appealed to the BIA, only 2 to 4
percent are reversed."39s
With respect to appeals to federal appellate
courts, in 2011, based on figures provided by the
Immigration Law Advisor, a publication of the
EOIR, only 13.3% (202 out of 1517) of asylum
_ cases appealed from the BIA to all federal appel)late courts were reversed.396 Similar figures were
-1 reported by the same publication for 2010; only
12.1% (242 out of 1996) of asylum cases appealed
to all federal appellate courts were reversed.397
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Sheet,"Freedom of Information Act"(Feb.28,
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files/pressrelease/FOIAProcessing022807FS.
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167, However, see nn. 110-121 and accompanying text for a discussion of a recent practice
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advisory from the Legal Action Center that
describes the benefits of obtaining the applicant's file under the mandatory access statute
rather than a FOIA request.
168. As noted in nn. 110-121 and accompanying
text, the mere making of the request by the
applicant's attorney may cause the DHS Attorney to particularly focus on the requested
record.
169. For more information regarding subpoenas, see Saenz, "Subpoenas in Iininigration
Court;' Iirunigration Law Advisor, Vol. 5,
No. 7 (August 2011), appearing at http://
www.justice.gov/eoir/vll/ILA-Newsletter/
ILA%.202011/ vol5no7cr.pdf.
170. ICP Manual ~ 5.10(a).
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173. For more information regarding motions for
continuance, see Greer and Donovan,"Immigration Law in Motion -The Changing Landscape of Motions for Continuance, Change of
Venue, Reopening, Removal, and Reconsideration Before the Immigration Judges, the
Board of Immigration Appeals, and the Federal Circuit Courts," 07-10 Iininigration Briefings 1 at 2-4(Oct. 2007).
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176 See ICE News Release,"ICE's Forensic Document Lab Serves as Authentication Authority;
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177. See In re O-D=, 21 I. & N. Dec. 1079, 1083, 1998
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Laboratory: Credible Evidence or Unreliable
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Atty. Gen., 367 Fed. Appx. 36,40-41 (11th Cir.
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185. Dzubow,"Inside the Forensic Document Laboratory: Credible Evidence or Unreliable Due.
Process Violations?" Immigration Law Today,
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2004); Corovic v. Mukasey, 519 Rid 90, 98-99
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393 F.3d 907,913(9th Cir. 2004).
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06-11 Iinn~igration Briefings 1 at 23-25 (Nov.
2006).
187. 8 C.F.R. ~1003.35(a).
188. Id.
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Proceedings Due to Constitutional and Regulatory Violations," 10-10 Immigration Briefings 1 (Oct. 2010).
190. Legal Action Center Practice Advisory, "Motions to Suppress in Removal Proceedings: A
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196. See ICP Manual§ 5.10 (v).
197. ICP Manual ~ 5.13.
198. ICP Manual § 3.1(b)(i) and (ii).
199. ICP Manual ~~ 5.01 et seq.
200. ICP Manual §~ 3.1(b), 3.1(b)(ii)(A), and 5.2(c).
201. ICP Manual ~ 5.2(b).
202. Id.
203. ICP Manual ~ 5.2(e),
204. ICP Manual ~ 5.2(i).
205. Id.
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207. ICP Manual ~ 5.11.
208. 8 C.F.R. ~ 1003.47(d).
209. 8 C.F.R. § 1003.47(g). See EOIR Interim OPPM
05-03, "Background and Security Investigations in Proceedings Before Immigration
Judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals;' p. 2 (March 28, 2005), appearing at
http://www.justice.gov/eoir/efoia/ocij/
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210. 8 C.F.R. ~§ 208.10 and 1208.10. See GomezMedina v, Holder, 2012 WL 3055575, *5 (1st
Cir. 2012); Quinteros Ramos v. Holder,412 Fed.
Appx. 2,3(9th Cir. 2010); Umezurike v. Holder,
610 F.3d 997,1002-03(7th Cir. 2010); Ogunfuye
v: Holder,610 F.3d 303,306-07(5th Cir. 2010).
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Background and Security Check Reginations," American Immigration Council, p. 2
(April 6, 2005), appearing at http://www.
legalactioncenter.org/sites/default/files/
lac_pa_040605.pdf.
212. See Germain, Asylum Primer, 6th Ed., pp.
477-482(American Irzunigration Lawyers Association 2010); Vail, Essentials of Removal

and Relief, pp. 303-308 (American Iminigra~
tion Lawyers Association 2006).
213. ABAModel Rule of Professional Conduct No. ~ 3.3(a)(3). Similarly, Texas Disciplinary Rule
No. 3.04(b) states that a lawyer shall not "falsify evidence, counsel or assist a witness to
testify falsely, or pay, offer to pay, or acquiesce in the offer or payment of compensation
to a witness ... contingent upon the content of
the testimony of the witness or the outcome
of the case."
214. See Applegate,"Witness Preparation;'68 Tex.
L. Rev 277, 279 (December 1989); Abramowitz and Bohrer, "Handling Witnesses: The
Boundaries of Proper Witness Preparation;'
New York Law Journal, Vol. 235, No.84(May
2,2006).
215. Applegate, "Witness Preparation," 68 Tex. L.
Rev 277, 279 (December 1989), referring to
District of Columbia Bar,Legal Ethics Comm.,
Op. No. 79 (1979).
216. State v. McCormick, 298 N.C. 788, 259 S.E,2d
880,882(1979).
217. Restatement of Law (Third), The Law Gov~.
erning Lawyers § 116, Comment b (2000).
~..~:
'4..
218. See,e.g.,Bellow and Moulton,The Lawyering
Process: Preparing and Presenting the Case,
pp.233(Foundation Press 1978)(recommending mock interrogation of a witness).
219. Berg,"Preparing Witnesses;' 13 Litigation 13,
15(ABA 1987).
220. As a noted trial lawyer has stated: "Ideally
the rehearsal should take place a few days before .... trial." Berg,"Preparing Witnesses," 13
Litigation 13,15(ABA 1987).
221. See INA~208(d)(6)[SU.S.C.A.§1158(d)(6)].
222. ABA/BNA Lawyer's Manual on Professional
Conduct, "ABA Model Rules of Professional
Conduct" at 01:149 (March 28, 1990). See
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223. For a good discussion of general admonitions, see Kerrigan,"Witness Preparation;'30
Tex. Tech Law Rev 1367, 1378-1383(1999).
224. As noted by the Restatement of Law (Third),
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to testify falsely as to a material fact." See SecLion 116, Comment d (2000).
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225. INA ~ 208(b)(1)(B)(iii)[8 U.S.C.A.§ 1158(b)(1)
(B)(iii)]. See In re O-D-, 21 I. & N. Dec. 1079,
1081, 1998 WL 24904 (B.I.A. 1998); Matter of
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108948 (B.I.A. 1987).
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Dec. 722, 729, 1997 WL 80984 (B.I.A. 1997).
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F.2d 1137,1142(9th Cir. 1988).
230. INA ~ 208(b)(1)(B)(iii)[8 U.S.C.A. ~ 1158(b)(1)
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applications filed on or after May 11, 2005,the
date of enactment of the REAL ID Act. Singh
v. Mukasey, 543 Rid 1, 4 n. 1 (1st Cir. 2008);
Matter of Almanza-Arenas, 24 I. & N. Dec. 771,
774, 2009 WL 995578 (B.I.A. 2009); Matter of
S-B-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 42, 43, 2006 WL 3337628
(B.I.A. 2006). See also Hughes, Real Faces
Real People: Navigating the REAL ID Act,
Immigration Law Today, p. 16 (July/August
2005).
231. Wang v. Holder,569 F.3d 531,538(5th Cir. 2009)
(italics original), citing Xiu Xia Lin v. Mukasey,
534 Rid 162,167(2d Cir. 2008).
232. Wang v. Holder, 569 F.3d 531, 539 (5th Cir.
2009), citing Mitondo v. Mukasey,523 Rid 784,
788-89 (7th Cir. 2008). See Mejia v. Holder, 434
Fed. Appx.327,328-29(5th Cir. 2011)(unpublished); Bing Shun Li v. Holder,400 Fed. Appx.
854,857(5th Cir. 2010)(unpublished).
233. Lin v. Holder, No. 11-60505,slip copy,at *1(5th
Cir., May 4,2012)(unpublished).
234. Annual Report of the United States Commis}
sion on International Religious Freedom, p.
\` -J
111 (May 2008), found at http://www.uscirf.
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Imnugration Briefings 1 at 7-9(June 2009).
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1996 WL 422990 (B.I.A. 1996); Matter of Fuentes, 19 I. & N. Dec. 658, 662, 1988 WL 235456
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2009).
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